
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SLICING

DICING

SAWING

HIGH PRECISION & ULTRA THIN 
DIAMOND BLADES

UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools manufacturers of Thin, High 

Precision Diamond & CBN Blades from 0.5" to 72" Diameter and 

Thickness from .001" & up. Largest Inventory & Competitive Prices in 

U.S. You can count on us to improve your Precision Diamond Sawing 

Operation to its ultimate level of efficiency.

UKAM Industrial 
Superhard Tools 
 
25345 Avenue Stanford, 
Unit 211  Valencia, CA 
91355 USA. 
 
Phone: (661) 257-2288 
 
Fax: (661) 257-3833 
 
e-mail: lel@ukam.com 
 

www.ukam.com 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Acrylic Glass    E 
Agate     M 
Al-Ni-Co    RCBN 
Alumina (fused)   M 
Aramit Fibre Plastics   M 
Barium Titanate   R/H 
Boron Carbide    M 
Brake Lining    E 
Cemented Carbide   M/R 
 
CERAMICS 
Oxide ceramics, sintered  
Al2O3 (aluminium oxide)  M 
Al2O3 (tubes)    R/H 
Al2O3 (electronic resistors)  E/M 
Al2O3 (seals)    M 
Carbide Ceramics   R/H 
TIC (titanium carbide)  M 
 
NITRIDE CERAMICS 
Si3N4 (HPSN) silicon nitride  R/H 
Ceramic Tiles    M 
Ceramics Unfired   E 
Chrome Nickel (10% Cr, 90% Ni) RCBN/HCBN 
CRP (carbon reinforced plastic) M 
Epoxy Resin Boards   E 
Epoxy Copper-Clad with circuits E 
Eternite (asbestos-free)  E/M 
Formica (nameplates)   E 
Germanium (semiconductor)  M 
GGG (semiconductor)   E/R/H 
Glass Optical    M 
Glass Fibres (bundeled)  E/R 
Glass Sheet    M 
Glass Ceramics   M/R 
Glass Hard Laminate (cast epoxy) E 
Glass Fibre Reinforced  E 
Glass Laminates (safety/bullet proof glass) M/H 
Glass (quartz glass tubes)  R/H 
Glass Wool    E 
Glass (pyrostop)   M/H 
Glass (thick optics)   M/H 
Glass Technical   M 
Glass Fibre Rod   E 
Glass Hard Laminate   R/H 
Granite    M 
Graphite    E/M 
GRP (window sections)  E 
GRP (constructional sections) M 

GRP (internal thermoplastic ring)  E 
Helopal Panels (plastic)   E 
Hematite     M 
HSS Punches     RCBN 
HSS Hardened     RCBN 
Insulators Ceramic    M 
Lapis Lazuli     M 
 
MAGNETIC MATERIALS 
Ferrites Sintered    M/R 
Ferrites Cast     MCBN 
Rare Earth Magnetic Materials  R/H 
Samarium Cobalt    M/R 
Malachite     M 
Marble      M/E 
Melamine Resin    E 
Metal Coated Ceramics   E/M 
Moybdenum     RCBN/H 
Mycalex (cast stone)    M/E 
Ni Hard Rods     RCBN 
Piezoceramics     M 
Polycarbonate (glass reinforced)  E 
Polystyrene Sheets    E 
Printed Circuit Boards   E/M 
PVC Hard     E/M 
Quartz (fusable)    M/R 
Quartz (synthetic)    M 
Rhodochrosite     M 
Rose Quartz     M 
Sapphire     M/R/H 
Sendust     E 
Silicon (polycrystalline)   E 
Silicon Carbide (pressed & crushed)  M 
Silicon (monocrystalline)   M 
Silicon (semiconductor)   M 
Silicon Nitride     R/H 
Silicon Carbide (ReSiC)   R/H 
Steatite     M/R/MCBN
Stellite      M 
Tiger�s Eye     M 
Titanium     M/R/H 
Titanium Carbide    M 
Titanium Zirconate    M 
Topaz      M 
Tungsten     M/R/E 
Tungsten Wires    M 
Uranium Dioxide    M 
Uranium     M 
Zirconium     M 

UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools  Division of LEL Diamond Tools International, Inc. 

25345  Avenue Stanford, Unit 211  Valencia, CA 91355 USA 
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M = Sintered (Metal Bond).  R = Resin Bond.  H = Hybrid Bond.  E = Electroplated (Nickel Bond).  MCBN = Metal 
Bond Cubic Boron Nitride.  RCBN = Resin Bond Cubic Boron Nitride.  HCBN = Hybrid Cubic Boron Nitride 

 
SELECTING THE RIGHT DIAMOND BLADE & BOND FOR YOUR APPLICATION
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Precision Diamond Blades NEW 
GENERATION Sintered (Metal Bond) 

SMART CUT� series precision tolerance diamond 

blades are designed for precision slicing, slotting, 

grooving, cutting of a full range of metallic and non 
metallic materials. Manufactured utilizing SMART 
CUT� technology, these blades will give you the best 

performance and price per cut. Providing consistent 
results you can count on everyday. All blades are 
available from inventory in different diamond 
concentrations, grit sizes, bond formulations, and 
arbor sizes. We will work with you to determine the 

right parameters for your specific material / application.

Standard Tolerances  

OD Tolerances +.050/-.000  Arbor 

Hole Tolerances +.002/-.000  Rim 

Thickness +.003/-.003  Core 

Thickness +.005/-.005. 

  

SMART CUT� series High Precision Diamond Blades & Saws, insure 
the highest standards for cut quality and accuracy from material is 
being cut, to reducing secondary steps after the cutting completion. 

+ Improve production rates  + Improve production yields + Improve surface finish  
quality + Reduce material loss  +  Obtain more accurate 
tolerances  = SUPERIOR RESULTS 

• K & S (Micro Swiss)  
• MTI (Manufacturing Technology Inc.)  
• Disco  
• ITI (Industrial Tool Inc.)  
• Meyer-Burger  
• Thermocarbin  
• Standard Surface Grinders  
• SMART CUT� / UKAM Diamond Saws  
• Precision Cut Off Saws  
• Diamond Wafering / Sectioning Saws and 

many others 

• Advanced Ceramics

• Composites 

• Glass 

• Quartz 

• Metallography 

• Photonics / Optics 

• Precious Stone 

• Semiconductor 

• Many Others 

Precision Diamond Saws 
for R & D and Production

Equipment Used On: Applications / Materials: 

1A1R
Diamonds Oriented in Matrix



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Largest Inventory & Most competitive Prices in 
the U.S.  We will beat any competitors written 
price quote for the same quality product 

Arbor Size: We can make any arbor size you need.

Other Sizes, Thickness, & Specifications are 

available upon request. 

Guarantee: 100% Quality and Satisfaction is 

Guaranteed. 
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      Item #          Diameter            Rim Width  Rim Depth    
23-4668PA  3" (75mm)  .010" (0.28mm) 1/8" 

23-4669PA  3" (75mm) .015" (0.37mm) 1/8"  

23-4670PA 4" (101.6mm) .014" (0.35mm) .20" (5mm) 

23-4671PA 4" (101.6mm)  .020" (0.5mm) .20" (5mm)  

23-4672PA 5" (125mm) .014" (0.35mm) .20" (5mm) 

23-4673PA 6" (152.4mm)  .014" (0.35mm)  .20" (5mm) 

23-4674PA 6" (152.4mm) .020" (0.5mm)  .276" (7mm)  

23-4675PA  6" (152.4mm)  .032" (0. 8mm) .276" (7mm) 

23-4678PA 8" (203.2mm) .025" (0. 6mm) .276" (7mm) 

23-4679PA 8" (203.2mm) .032" (0. 8mm)  .276" (7mm)  

23-4711PA 10" (254mm) .032" (0. 8mm) .276" (7mm)  

23-4712PA 10" (254mm) .040" (1.0mm) .276" (7mm) 

23-4716PA 12" (300mm) .0512" (1.3mm) .276" (7mm) 

23-4717PA 14" (350mm) .0512" (1.3mm) .276" (7mm) 

23-4718PA  16" (400mm) .0512" (1.0mm) .276" (7mm)  

ADVANTAGES:

+ More Universal

+ Cuts Faster   
+ Lasts Longer  

+ Minimal Chipping 

+ More Precision    

+ Easier to Use  
+ Minimal Dressing
+ SAVE MONEY!!! 

UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools,  Division of LEL Diamond Tools 

International, Inc.  has  recently  introduced  a  new  breakthrough: 
SMART CUT�  technology  in  manufacturing  precision diamond blades.

This  technology  allows  us  to  properly  position  and  orient  the  diamond  inside  the  metal  matrix. Making  sure  every 

diamond  is  in  the  right  place  and  at  the  right  time,  working  where  you  need  it  most. (Please,  see  diagram �.) 
 

maximum cutting performance � each  diamond  works  like  a  small  work  horse. Diamonds  come  in  contact  with  the  

material  in  the  right  place  and  at  the  right  time,  working  where  you  need  them  most. You  get  the  maximum  use  out  of  

diamond  and  bond. Some unique benefits & advantages of SMART CUT� technology: 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 no glazing � requires minimal dressing, the bond renews itself 

 faster cutting action - Diamond blades manufactured utilizing this technology are much more aggressive than 

your conventional blades. They cut faster, still leaving behind a smooth finish.   

more universal & longer lasting - These diamond blades are designed to work on virtually any material you 

can find. You can cut very hard materials, than switch to cutting very soft materials and the blade will maintain 

the same consistent performance. 7mm diamond depth allows the blade to last 80% to 40% longer on the 

hardest materials. 

More sturdy alloy core � made from very durable proprietary alloy steel core. Designed to withstand heavy use 

and exploitation in a wide variety of difficult  environments and materials. You can expect less blade wreckage 

and blade walking, due to loss of slicing blade core tension. 

IT�S TIME YOU EXPECT MORE FROM YOUT TOOLS. 
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Precision Diamond Blades (Metal 
Bonded) & CBN 

SMART CUT� series precision tolerance diamond 

blades are designed for precision slicing, slotting, 

grooving, cutting of a full range of metallic and non 
metallic materials. Manufactured utilizing SMART 
CUT� technology, these blades will give you the best 

performance and price per cut. Providing consistent 

results you can count on everyday. All blades are made 

to fit your specific material, application, and surface 

finish requirements. We will work with you to determine 

your needs, and develop the right bond formulation, 

concentration, and grit sizes. 

Standard Tolerances  

OD Tolerances +.050/-.000  Arbor 

Hole Tolerances +.002/-.000  Rim 

Thickness +.003/-.003  Core 

Thickness +.005/-.005. 

Special Tolerances 

OD Tolerances +.050/.000  Arbor 

Hole Tolerance +.001/-.000  Rim 

Thickness +.002/-.001 Core 

Thickness: +.001/-.0011A1R, 1A1,
1A8,  1A8S,  
1E8, & others 



 
 
 

Item No. Diameter Blade 
Thickness 

Diamond 
Depth Item No. Diameter Blade 

Thickness 
Diamond 

Depth 

93-1007    2" .020" 1/8" 93-1160    2" .012" 1/8" 
93-1008   2" .025" 1/8" 93-1161   2" .015" 1/8" 
93-1009 2" .030" 1/8" 93-1162 2" .020" 1/8" 
93-1010 2" .035" 1/8" 93-1163 2" .025" 1/8" 
93-1011 2" .040" 1/8" 93-1164 2" .030" 1/8" 
93-1012 2" .045" 1/8" 93-1165 2" .035" 1/8" 
93-1013 2" .050" 1/8" 93-1166 2" .040" 1/8" 
93-1014 2" .062" 1/8" 93-1167 2" .045" 1/8" 
93-1015 3" .020" 1/16" 93-1168 2" .050" 1/16" 
93-1016 3" .025" 1/16" 93-1169 2" .062" 1/16" 
93-1017 3" .030" 1/16" 93-1170 3" .010" 1/16" 
93-1018 3" .035" 1/16" 93-1171 3" .012" 1/16" 
93-1019 3" .040" 1/16" 93-1172 3" .015" 1/16" 
93-1020 3" .045" 1/16" 93-1173 3" .018" 1/16" 
93-1021 3" .050" 1/16" 93-1174 3" .020" 1/16" 
93-1022 3" .062" 1/16" 93-1175 3" .025" 1/16" 
93-1023 4" .020" 1/16" 93-1176 3" .030" 1/16" 
93-1024 4" .025" 1/16" 93-1177 3" .040" 1/16" 
93-1025 4" .030" 1/16" 93-1178 3" .045" 1/16" 
93-1026 4" .035" 1/16" 93-1179 3" .050" 1/16" 
93-1027 4" .040" 1/16" 93-1180 3" .062" 1/16" 
93-1028 4" .050" 1/16" 93-1181 3" .012" 1/8" 
93-1029 4" .062" 1/16" 93-1182 3" .015" 1/8" 
93-1030 4" .020" 1/8" 93-1183 3" .018" 1/8" 
93-1031 4" .025" 1/8" 93-1184 3" .020" 1/8" 
93-1032 4" .030" 1/8" 93-1185 3" .025" 1/8" 
93-1033 4" .035" 1/8" 93-1186 3" .030" 1/8" 
93-1034 4" .040" 1/8" 93-1187 3" .040" 1/8" 
93-1035 4" .045" 1/8" 93-1188 3" .045" 1/8" 
93-1036 4" .050" 1/8" 93-1189 3" .050" 1/8" 

UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools  Division of LEL Diamond Tools International, Inc. 
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+ Improve production rates  + Improve production yields + Improve surface finish  
quality + Reduce material loss  +  Obtain more accurate 
tolerances  = SUPERIOR RESULTS 

 



93-1037 4" .055" 1/8" 93-1190 3" .062" 1/8" 
93-1038 4" .062" 1/8" 93-1191 4" .010" 1/16" 
93-1039 5" .020" 1/16" 93-1192 4" .012" 1/16" 
93-1040 5" .025" 1/16" 93-1193 4" .015" 1/16" 
93-1041 5" .030" 1/16" 93-1194 4" .018" 1/16" 
93-1042 5" .035" 1/16" 93-1195 4" .020" 1/16" 
93-1043 5" .040" 1/16" 93-1196 4" .025" 1/16" 
93-1044 5" .045" 1/16" 93-1197 4" .030" 1/16" 
93-1045 5" .050" 1/16" 93-1198 4" .035" 1/16" 
93-1046 5" .055" 1/16" 93-1199 4" .040" 1/16" 
93-1047 5" .062" 1/16" 93-1200 4" .050" 1/16" 
93-1048 5" .020" 1/8" 93-1201 4" .062" 1/16" 
93-1049 5" .025" 1/8" 93-1202 4" .012" 1/8" 
93-1050 5" .030" 1/8" 93-1203 4" .015" 1/8" 
93-1051 5" .035" 1/8" 93-1204 4" .017" 1/8" 
93-1052 5" .040" 1/8" 93-1205 4" .020" 1/8" 
93-1053 5" .045" 1/8" 93-1206 4" .025" 1/8" 
93-1054 5" .050" 1/8" 93-1207 4" .030" 1/8" 
93-1055 5" .055" 1/8" 93-1208 4" .035" 1/8" 
93-1056 5" .062" 1/8" 93-1209 4" .040" 1/8" 
93-1057 5" .070" 1/8" 93-1210 4" .050" 1/8" 
93-1058 6" .020" 1/16" 93-1211 4" .062" 1/8" 
93-1059 6" .025" 1/16" 93-1212 5" .010" 1/16" 
93-1060 6" .030" 1/16" 93-1213 5" .015" 1/16" 
93-1061 6" .035" 1/16" 93-1214 5" .020" 1/16" 
93-1062 6" .040" 1/16" 93-1215 5" .025" 1/16" 
93-1063 6" .045" 1/16" 93-1216 5" .030" 1/16" 
93-1064 6" .050" 1/16" 93-1217 5" .035" 1/16" 
93-1065 6" .062" 1/16" 93-1218 5" .040" 1/16" 
93-1066 6" .020" 1/8" 93-1219 5" .045" 1/16" 
93-1067 6" .025" 1/8" 93-1220 5" .050" 1/16" 
93-1068 6" .030" 1/8" 93-1221 5" .055" 1/16" 
93-1069 6" .035" 1/8" 93-1222 5" .062" 1/16" 
93-1070 6" .040" 1/8" 93-1223 5" .070" 1/16" 



93-1071 6" .045" 1/8" 93-1224 5" .012" 1/8" 
93-1072 6" .050" 1/8" 93-1213 5" .015" 1/8" 
93-1073 6" .055" 1/8" 93-1214 5" .020" 1/8" 
93-1074 6" .062" 1/8" 93-1215 5" .025" 1/8" 
93-1075 6" .020" 1/4" 93-1216 5" .030" 1/8" 
93-1076 6" .025" 1/4" 93-1217 5" .035" 1/8" 
93-1077 6" .030" 1/4" 93-1218 5" .040" 1/8" 
93-1078 6" .040" 1/4" 93-1219 5" .045" 1/8" 
93-1079 6" .045" 1/4" 93-1220 5" .050" 1/8" 
93-1080 6" .050" 1/4" 93-1221 5" .055" 1/8" 
93-1081 6" .062" 1/4" 93-1222 5" .062" 1/8" 
93-1082 7" .020" 1/16" 93-1223 5" .070" 1/8" 
93-1082 7" .025" 1/16" 93-1224 6" .010" 1/16" 
93-1083 7" .030" 1/16" 93-1225 6" .015" 1/16" 
93-1084 7" .040" 1/16" 93-1226 6" .020" 1/16" 
93-1085 7" .045" 1/16" 93-1227 6" .025" 1/16" 
93-1086 7" .050" 1/16" 93-1228 6" .030" 1/16" 
93-1087 7" .062" 1/16" 93-1229 6" .040" 1/16" 
93-1088 7" .020" 1/8" 93-1230 6" .045" 1/16" 
93-1089 7" .025" 1/8" 93-1231 6" .050" 1/16" 
93-1090 7" .030" 1/8" 93-1232 6" .062" 1/16" 
93-1091 7" .035" 1/8" 93-1233 6" .015" 1/8" 
93-1092 7" .040" 1/8" 93-1234 6" .018" 1/8" 
93-1093 7" .045" 1/8" 93-1235 6" .020" 1/8" 
93-1094 7" .050" 1/8" 93-1236 6" .025" 1/8" 
93-1095 7" .062" 1/8" 93-1237 6" .030" 1/8" 
93-1096 8" .020" 1/16" 93-1238 6" .040" 1/8" 
93-1097 8" .025" 1/16" 93-1239 6" .045" 1/8" 
93-1098 8" .030" 1/16" 93-1240 6" .050" 1/8" 
93-1099 8" .035" 1/16" 93-1241 6" .062" 1/8" 
93-1100 8" .040" 1/16" 93-1242 6" .020" 1/8" 
93-1101 8" .045" 1/16" 93-1243 6" .025" 1/8" 
93-1102 8" .050" 1/16" 93-1244 6" .030" 1/8" 
93-1103 8" .062" 1/16" 93-1245 6" .040" 1/8" 



93-1104 8" .020" 1/8" 93-1246 6" .045" 1/8" 
93-1105 8" .025" 1/8" 93-1247 6" .050" 1/8" 
93-1106 8" .030" 1/8" 93-1248 6" .062" 1/8" 
93-1107 8" .035" 1/8" 93-1249 6" .020" 1/4" 
93-1108 8" .040" 1/8" 93-1250 6" .025" 1/4" 
93-1109 8" .045" 1/8" 93-1251 6" .030" 1/4" 
93-1110 8" .050" 1/8" 93-1252 6" .040" 1/4" 
93-1111 8" .062" 1/8" 93-1253 6" .045" 1/4" 
93-1112 8" .020" 1/4" 93-1254 6" .050" 1/4" 
93-1113 8" .025" 1/4" 93-1255 6" .062" 1/4" 
93-1114 8" .030" 1/4" 93-1256 7" .020" 1/16" 
93-1115 8" .035" 1/4" 93-1257 7" .025" 1/16" 
93-1116 8" .040" 1/4" 93-1258 7" .030" 1/16" 
93-1117 8" .045" 1/4" 93-1259 7" .040" 1/16" 
93-1118 8" .050" 1/4" 93-1260 7" .045" 1/16" 
93-1119 8" .062" 1/4" 93-1261 7" .050" 1/16" 
93-1120 10" .035" 1/8" 93-1262 7" .062" 1/16" 
93-1121 10" .040" 1/8" 93-1263 7" .020" 1/8" 
93-1122 10" .045" 1/8" 93-1264 7" .025" 1/8" 
93-1123 10" .050" 1/8" 93-1265 7" .030" 1/8" 
93-1124 10" .055" 1/8" 93-1266 7" .035" 1/8" 
93-1125 10" .062" 1/8" 93-1267 7" .040" 1/8" 
93-1126 10" .040" 3/16" 93-1268 7" .045" 1/8" 
93-1127 10" .045" 3/16" 93-1269 7" .050" 1/8" 
93-1128 10" .050" 3/16" 93-1270 7" .062" 1/8" 
93-1129 10" .055" 3/16" 93-1271 8" .020" 1/16" 
93-1130 10" .062" 3/16" 93-1272 8" .025" 1/16" 
93-1131 10" .035" 1/4" 93-1273 8" .030" 1/16" 
93-1132 10" .040" 1/4" 93-1274 8" .035" 1/16" 
93-1133 10" .045" 1/4" 93-1275 8" .040" 1/16" 
93-1134 10" .050" 1/4" 93-1276 8" .045" 1/16" 
93-1135 10" .062" 1/4" 93-1277 8" .050" 1/16" 
93-1136 12" .040" 1/8" 93-1278 8" .062" 1/16" 
93-1137 12" .045" 1/8" 93-1279 8" .020" 1/8" 



93-1138 12" .050" 1/8" 93-1280 8" .025" 1/8" 
93-1139 12" .055" 1/8" 93-1281 8" .030" 1/8" 
93-1140 12" .062" 1/8" 93-1282 8" .035" 1/8" 
93-1141 12" .070" 1/8" 93-1283 8" .040" 1/8" 
93-1142 12" .080" 1/8" 93-1284 8" .045" 1/8" 
93-1143 12" .040" 1/4" 93-1285 8" .050" 1/8" 
93-1144 12" .045" 1/4" 93-1286 8" .062" 1/8" 
93-1145 12" .050" 1/4" 93-1287 8" .020" 1/4" 
93-1146 12" .055" 1/4" 93-1288 8" .025" 1/4" 
93-1147 12" .062" 1/4" 93-1289 8" .030" 1/4" 
93-1148 12" .070" 1/4" 93-1290 8" .035" 1/4" 
93-1149 12" .080" 1/4" 93-1291 8" .040" 1/4" 
93-1150 14" .062" 1/8" 93-1292 8" .045" 1/4" 
93-1151 14" .070" 1/8" 93-1293 8" .050" 1/4" 
93-1152 14" .075" 1/8" 93-1294 8" .062" 1/4" 
93-1153 14" .080" 1/8" 93-1295 10" .035" 1/8" 
93-1154 14" .085" 1/8" 93-1296 10" .040" 1/8" 
93-1155 14" .062" 1/4" 93-1297 10" .045" 1/8" 
93-1156 14" .070" 1/4" 93-1298 10" .050" 1/8" 
93-1157 14" .075" 1/4" 93-1299 10" .055" 1/8" 
93-1158 14" .080" 1/4" 93-1300 10" .062" 1/8" 
93-1159 14" .085" 1/4" 93-1301 10" .040" 3/16" 
93-1314 12" .055" 1/8" 93-1302 10" .045" 3/16" 
93-1315 12" .062" 1/8" 93-1303 10" .050" 3/16" 
93-1316 12" .070" 1/8" 93-1304 10" .055" 3/16" 
93-1317 12" .080" 1/8" 93-1305 10" .062" 3/16" 
93-1318 12" .040" 1/4" 93-1306 10" .035" 1/4" 
93-1319 12" .045" 1/4" 93-1307 10" .040" 1/4" 
93-1320 12" .050" 1/4" 93-1308 10" .045" 1/4" 
93-1321 12" .055" 1/4" 93-1309 10" .050" 1/4" 
93-1322 12" .062" 1/4" 93-1310 10" .062" 1/4" 
93-1323 12" .070" 1/4" 93-1311 12" .040" 1/8" 
93-1324 12" .080" 1/4" 93-1312 12" .045" 1/8" 
93-1325 14" .062" 1/8" 93-1313 12" .050" 1/8" 



93-1326 14" .070" 1/8"     
93-1327 14" .075" 1/8"     
93-1328 14" .080" 1/8"     
93-1329 14" .085" 1/8"     
93-1330 14" .062" 1/4"     
93-1331 14" .070" 1/4"     
93-1332 14" .075" 1/4"     
93-1333 14" .080" 1/4"     
93-1334 14" .085" 1/4"     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Largest Inventory & Most competitive Prices in 
the U.S.  We will beat any competitors written 
price quote for the same quality product 

Arbor Size: We can make any arbor size you need. 

Other Sizes, Thickness, & Specifications are available upon request. 

Guarantee: 100% Quality and Satisfaction is Guaranteed. 

Continued on next page� 
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 PRECISION DIAMOND SLICING BLADES 
NEW GENERATION (HYBRID BOND) - SMART CUT�

SMART CUT� Series Precision (HYBRID Bond) diamond slicing blades are the highest 

overall performance blades available today. Manufactured utilizing SMART CUT� 

technology, advanced technology that redefines standard in cutting. HYBRID Bond is 

designed to give you advantages of cutting speed and fine finish that you have come to 

expect in a resin bond, along with long life, consistency, aggressiveness, durability, and 

excellent performance on you look for in a metal bond. One HYBRID Bond Wafering Bade 
will last 3 to 5 resin bond blades put together. Available in different diamond concentrations, 

mesh sizes, bond hardnesses, and inside diameters. We will work with you to determine 

your needs, and recommend the right parameters for your specific material / application.  

+ Glass  
+ Optical Materials  
+ Quartz  
+ Glass / Pyrex Tubing  
+ Aluminum oxide 
+ Silicon Nitride 
+ Fused Silica  
+ Bk7  
+ Silicon Carbide 
+ Sapphire 
+ Zirconia 
+ Boron Carbide 
+ Advanced Ceramics 
+ Composites 
+ Medical Devices 
+ Many Others 

APPLICATION:

Precision Cut off Saws 
Abrasive cut-off saws 
Surface Grinders 
And other equipment 

Equipment Used On: 

23-4668WH 3" (75mm)  .010" (0.28mm) 1/8" 

23-4669WH  3" (75mm) .015" (0.37mm) 1/8"  

23-4670WH 4" (101.6mm) .014" (0.35mm) .20" (5mm) 

23-4671WH 4" (101.6mm)  .020" (0.5mm) .20" (5mm)  

23-4672WH 5" (125mm) .014" (0.35mm) .20" (5mm) 

23-4673WH 6" (152.4mm)  .014" (0.35mm)  .20" (5mm) 

23-4674WH 6" (152.4mm) .020" (0.5mm)  .276" (7mm)  

23-4675WH 6" (152.4mm)  .032" (0. 8mm) .276" (7mm) 

23-4678WH 8" (203.2mm) .025" (0. 6mm) .276" (7mm) 

23-4679WH 8" (203.2mm) .032" (0. 8mm)  .276" (7mm)  

23-4711WH 10" (254mm) .032" (0. 8mm) .276" (7mm)  

23-4712WH 10" (254mm) .040" (1.0mm) .276" (7mm) 

23-4716WH 12" (300mm) .0512" (1.3mm) .276" (7mm) 

23-4717WH 14" (350mm) .0512" (1.3mm) .276" (7mm) 

23-4718WH 16" (400mm) .0512" (1.0mm) .276" (7mm)  

  Item No.       OD Diameter   TH Thickness  Diamond Height
+ More Universal

+ Cuts Faster   
+ Cuts Smoother   
+ Lasts Longer  

+ Minimal Chipping 

+ More Precision   

+ Less Dressing  

+ Maintains Shape  

+ Easier to Use  
+ Minimal Dressing
+ SAVE MONEY!!! 

ADVANTAGES:

All sizes are in stock and ready 
for same day delivery.  
 
Other sizes, thickness, & arbor 
sizes  are available upon request. 
Please check for availability.  

We can make any arbor size (ID) 
you want. 

Some of the materials and applications HYBRID BOND� 
Diamond Products have been successfully tested on: 

Aluminum oxide (Al2O3) 95% - standard kiln furniture. Aluminum oxide 

(Al2O3) 99%+- high density, electronics; silicon wafer substrates. 

Aluminum nitride (AIN) � heat decks in computer fabrication. Aluminum 
titanium carbide (AlTiC) � for read write heads. Silicon nitride (Si3N4) � 

structural ceramics (such as exhaust valves on diesel engines; down-

hole apparatus on oil rigs; turbines seals, rocker arms in aerospace). 
Sialon � High Al2O3 � structural ceramics (same as above). Silicon 

carbide (SiC) � substrates and kiln furniture in electronics industry. CVD 

SiC � heat decks for processing wafers in wafer fabrication. Fused Silica 
(glass) � grinding telescope lenses; kiln furniture. Quartz � kiln furniture.  

Sapphire � defense domes; radar domes; watches� infrared POS 

Scanners. Zirconia (ZrO2) � diesel engines; ca dies; cutlery. Boron 

Carbide (B4C) � armor for tanks, cars, bullet proof vests. Titanium 
diboride (TiB2) � armor plating for aircraft. Tungsten carbie (WC) 11% 

Co � rotary seals for down hole oil drilling; tools.  

EXAMPLES OF MATERIALS USED ON:
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H Y B R I N D  B O N D  D i a m o n d  B l a d e s  v s . R e s i n  B o n d  D i a m o n d  B l a d e s  

Longer Life - 1 HYBRID Bond Diamond Slicing Blade may last 3 to 50 of your conventional Resin Bond Slicing Blades put 

together.  As much as 1 to 10 for dicing. 

More Consistent Performance - HYBRID Bond Diamond Blades are more durable than Resin Bond Slicing Blades. Designed to 

minimize wreckage, the HYBRID Bond will give you consistent results you can count on everyday. 

Better Surface Finish - HYBRID Bond Diamond Slicing & Dicing Blades have been successfully implemented in "mission critical" 

applications. Depending on the material you are machining, RPM's, coolants, and other factors. HYBRID Bond can help you 

improve your current chipping and surface finish yields. 

Universal Application - HYBRID Bond Diamond Blades are the first universal diamond products you can find on the market. 

Designed for maximum performance, in machining materials with various degrees of hardness. HYBRID Bond products may be 

used in both resin bond and metal bond applications. Perfect for organizations machining different materials every day. 

Higher RPM's -  Thinner kerf and more precision diamond products are available in a HYBRID Bond. On most application, you will 

be able to use these products at higher RPM's without damaging the tool. Save money and time by getting the job done faster. 

Minimum Dressing - A resin bond, is really tar in a solid form. And in many cases, must be constantly dressed. Constant dressing 

often results in blade loosing its roundness and becoming oval shaped. The HYBRID Bond is more solid and solves this problem 
by exposing each diamond in the area where its needed most. Unlike a Resin Bond, HYBRID Bond diamond products will not 
loose their shape or form. 

No contamination - A resin bond must remain very fragile in order to expose new diamonds. For this reason, strong and high 

quality diamonds cannot be used in a resin bond. High quality diamonds are harder than a resin bond matrix, and would soon 

disintegrate the bond that keeps them in place. The diamonds that are used in a resin bond are poor to medium quality. Most of 

them disintegrate or fall out of the bond, before they have a chance of being used. The problem with this approach is these 

diamonds fall into the material being machines, causing unwanted contamination. 

Get the job done: 

• faster   
• easier  
• with more consistency  
• SAVE MONEY!!!  

Find out if a HYBRID BOND Diamond Product is the right solution for your application. 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Item No. Outside Diameter Thickness Diamond Depth Arbor Size 

23-4840S 2-3/16" .003" 5/32" 1-7/8" 
23-4841S 2-3/16" .004" 5/32" 1-7/8" 
23-4842S 2-3/16" .005" 5/32" 1-7/8" 
23-4843S 2-3/16" .006" 5/32" 1-7/8" 
23-4844S 2-3/16" .010" 5/32" 1-7/8" 
23-4845S 2-3/16" .015" 5/32" 1-7/8" 
23-4846S 2-3/16" .020" 5/32" 1-7/8" 
23-4847S 3.0" .008" 23/32" 40 mm 

23-4848S 3.0" .010" 23/32" 40 mm 

23-4849S 3.0" .012" 23/32" 40 mm 
23-4850S 3.0" .015" 23/32" 40 mm 

23-4851S 3.0" .018" 23/32" 40 mm 

23-4852S 3.0" .020" 23/32" 40 mm 

23-4853S 3.0" .008" 7/8" 1-1/4" 
23-4854S 3.0" .010" 7/8" 1-1/4" 
23-4855S 3.0" .012" 7/8" 1-1/4" 
23-4856S 3.0" .015" 7/8" 1-1/4" 
23-4857S 3.0" .018" 7/8" 1-1/4" 
23-4858S 3.0" .020" 7/8" 1-1/4" 
23-4859S 3-1/8" .005" 1/4" 2.614" 
23-4860S 3-1/8" .006" 1/4" 2.614" 
23-4861S 3-1/8" .008" 1/4" 2.614" 
23-4862S 3-1/8" .010" 1/4" 2.614" 
23-4863S 3-1/8" .015" 1/4" 2.614" 
23-4864S 3-1/8" .020" 1/4" 2.614" 
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SMART CUT� series (metal bonded) dicing blades are the highest overall 

performance blades available today. Manufactured utilizing SMART CUT� 

technology, and fully solid diamond and bond from the periphery to the hole. Providing

unparallel performance on a large variety of materials. Dicing Blades are available on 

a large variety of Grit Sizes (Mesh). Slotted Blades (1A8S) are also available Dicing 

Blades can be regrind and lapped. All blades can be custom made to fit your 

specifications & requirements. 

Diamond Dicing Blades 1A8

Standard Tolerances:  Outside Diameter (OD):   +.010/-.010  Inside Diameter: +.001/-.000  Thickness: 
+.0005/-.0005  Special Tolerances are available upon request 

Applications: 
 
CBGAs                            Ultrasound Sensors            Magnetic Heads for Disks 
Hybrid Substrates           Multi-Layer Capacitors        PBGAs 
Ceramic Packages          Micro-positioners                PCBs 
Integrated Circuits          Tape Heads for VTRs          Saw Devices and Ink Jet Print Heads

Dicing Saws Used On:
 
+ Disco Dicing Saws, + K & S Dicing 
Saws, + Micro Automation Dicing 
Saws, + Surface Grinders, + other 
dicing saws 

ADVANTAGES: 

 
+ More Universal
   
+ Super Long 
Life  
 
+ More Durable 
 
+ Saves Material 
 
+ No 
Contamination 
   
+ Minimal 
Maintenance 
 
+ Electro 
conductive 
 
+ Less Heat 
Generation 
 
+ More 
Consistency 
 
+ SAVE 
MONEY!!! 

SMART CUT technology
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23-4876S 4-1/4" .006" 5/8" 2-3/4" 
23-4877S 4-1/4" .010" 5/8" 2-3/4" 
23-4878S 4-1/4" .015" 5/8" 2-3/4" 
23-4879S 4-1/4" .020" 5/8" 2-3/4" 
23-4880S 4-1/4" .025" 5/8" 2-3/4" 
23-4881S 4-1/4" .030" 5/8" 2-3/4" 
23-4882S 4-1/4" .006" 3/4" 2-3/4" 
23-4883S 4-1/4" .010" 3/4" 2-3/4" 
23-4884S 4-1/4" .015" 3/4" 2-3/4" 
23-4885S 4-1/4" .020" 3/4" 2-3/4" 
23-4886S 4-1/4" .025" 3/4" 2-3/4" 
23-4887S 4-1/4" .030" 3/4" 2-3/4" 
23-4888S 4-1/2" .006" 7/8" 2-3/4" 
23-4889S 4-1/2" .010" 7/8" 2-3/4" 
23-4890S 4-1/2" .015" 7/8" 2-3/4" 
23-4891S 4-1/2" .020" 7/8" 2-3/4" 
23-4892S 4-1/2" .025" 7/8" 2-3/4" 
23-4893S 4-1/2" .030" 7/8" 2-3/4" 
23-4894S 5.0" .006" 3/8" 4-1/4" 
23-4895S 5.0" .010" 3/8" 4-1/4" 
23-4896S 5.0" .015" 3/8" 4-1/4" 
23-4897S 5.0" .020" 3/8" 4-1/4" 
23-4898S 5.0" .025" 3/8" 4-1/4" 
23-4899S 5.0" .030" 3/8" 4-1/4" 

23-4870S 4.0" .006" 1-3/8" 1-1/4" 
23-4871S 4.0" .010" 1-3/8" 1-1/4" 
23-4872S 4.0" .015" 1-3/8" 1-1/4" 
23-4873S 4.0" .020" 1-3/8" 1-1/4" 
23-4874S 4.0" .025" 1-3/8" 1-1/4" 
23-4875S 4.0" .030" 1-3/8" 1-1/4" 

23-4865S 3-5/8" .005" 1/2" 2.614" 
23-4866S 3-5/8" .008" 1/2" 2.614" 
23-4867S 3-5/8" .010" 1/2" 2.614" 
23-4868S 3-5/8" .015" 1/2" 2.614" 
23-4869S 3-5/8" .020" 1/2" 2.614" 

 

DICING BLADES

 

DICING ANGLES



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

23-4900S 6.0" .006" 3/8" 5-1/4" 
23-4901S 6.0" .010" 3/8" 5-1/4" 
23-4902S 6.0" .015" 3/8" 5-1/4" 
23-4903S 6.0" .020" 3/8" 5-1/4" 
23-4904S 6.0" .025" 3/8" 5-1/4" 
23-4905S 6.0" .030" 3/8" 5-1/4" 
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Alsmag Alumina Alumina 
soft unfired 

B4C(Boron 
carbide) 

Barium 
Tltinante, 

Bismouth 
Telluride 

BK-
7(Glass) 

Blsmuth 
Telluride 

Boron 
Nitride - 

hard 

Boron 
Nitride-soft

Cadmium 
Telluride Carbide Ferrite  Flasde FR4 and 

Resin G-10 Gallium 
Arsenide 

Gallium 
Phosphide Garnet Germanium

GGG Glass & 
Quartz 

Glass 
Passivated 

Silicon 

Green 
Ceramic Kovar LiTaO3 & 

LiNbo 
Lithium 
Niobate 

Nitride 
Passivated 

Silicon 

Passive 
Silicon Pyrex 

PZT Ruby Sapphire Silicon Silicon on 
Sapphire Tic Titanlum 

and many 
other 

materials   

MATERIALS USED ON:

Other sizes and 
specifications are 
available upon request
 
Largest Inventory & 
Most competitive 
Prices in the U.S.  We 
will beat any 
competitors written 
price quote for the 
same quality product



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SMART CUT�  technology,  is a breakthrough:  in  manufacturing  fully 

impregnated diamond dicing blades. We  are  able  position and orient diamonds in 
the metal matrix to allow every diamond to participate in the cutting action. SMART 
CUT�  technology  will  redefine  the  standard  in  cutting. 

maximum cutting performance � each  diamond  works  like  a  small  horse. 

Diamonds  come  in  contact  with  the  material  in  the  right  place  and  at  the  

right  time,  working  where  you  need  them  most. You  get  the  maximum  use  

out  of  diamond  and  bond. 

no glazing � blade requires minimal dressing, the bond renews itself. 

faster cutting action � Dicing Blades manufactured utilizing this technology are 

much more aggressive than your ordinary blades. They cut faster, still leaving 

behind a smooth finish as you would expect from a resin bond. 

longer lasting - dicing blades manufactured utilizing SMART CUT technology, 

will outlast other metal (sintered), resin, and nickel bonded blades. Fully 

impregnated diamond dicing blades are more sturdy than blades manufactured with 

conventional technologies. Unlike many other resin or metal bonded blades, these 

blades will not dull and maintain its firm shape and roundness all the way through 

the blades life. 

superior coolant system � these dicing blades are completely impregnated 

with diamonds. Diamonds absorb excessive heat and tension generated by 

repeated use, promoting consistency in cut cleanness and smoothness. You will 

notice the difference in the quality of the cut these blades leave behind.  

longer life SAVE UP TO 650%. � sintered (metal bond) dicing blades with 

SMART CUT technology have shown to last as much as 6 to 10 of your 

conventional dicing blades put together. Start saving money today. 

More Consistent & Universal Performance - Metal Bond Dicing Blades with 

SMART CUT technology are more durable than resin bond blades. Their heavy 

duty construction is designed to minimize and prevent blade wreckage. And unlike 

resin bond dicing blades, SMART CUT dicing blades require significantly less 
dressing. Blade will not loose its roundness or shape - A resin bond, is really tar 

in a solid form. And in many cases, must be constantly dressed. Constant dressing 
often results in blade loosing its roundness and becoming oval shaped. SMART 
CUT technology resolves this problem, by orienting diamonds in a very soft matrix. 
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- More than 10 times the cutting life 
of a resionid blade 
 
- Minimal chipping of critical edges 
 
- Strength enough for even the 
toughest materials including 
ceramics, pyrex, sapphire and 
alumina. 
 
- Typical cutting rates of 0.025" 
ceramic of 0.04" per second up to 
0.1" per second at 20k rpm, 30 
micron grit size, 0.006" thick. 

BENEFITS / ADVANTAGES 

PROPER USAGE RECOMMENDATIONS
Feed Rate: 1/4" to 1/2" per minute. Start with 

2mm per minute, and gradually increase. Start 

off slow, increase gradually, check how blade 

is performing with every RPM. Adjust as 

needed. 
Recommended RPM's: 7,000 to 8,5000 
Infeed per pass:  0.00050" with blade with 

smaller than 22 microns. 0.0001" with blade 

diamond larger than 35 microns. 
Material Mounting Method: glass and wax. 

Alternative is very thick UV tape. Glass and 

wax is preferable 
Coolant: water soluble synthetic coolant 
Dressing: special dressing mechanism to 

automatically dress blade. This should be done 

constantly for maximum performance. 
Exposure: 10 times blade thickness. 

Blades over 4.5� OD - Maximum Exposure: 

80/100 mil. Recommended Starting Speed: 

4,000 rpm. Feed Rate: .04" per minute. 

Gradually increase every three cuts, until RPM 
reaches five times the starting speed. 
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Precision Diamond Wafering Blades 

NEW GENERATION (METAL BOND) - SMART CUT� 

 

SMART CUT� Series Precision Sintered (Metal Bonded) diamond wafering blades are the 

are designed for metallographic, sample preperation, and laboratory use. Manufactured 
utilizing SMART CUT� technology, advanced technology that redefines standard in cutting. 

You can't find a better value on the market. Giving you consistent results you can count on 

everyday. Wafering Bades are available from inventory in many different diamond 

concentrations, mesh sizes, bond hardnesses, and inside diameters. We will work with you 
to determine your needs, and recommend the right parameters for your specific material / 

application. If you are not using these blades, you are paying too much. 

+ Plastic, very soft metals  
+ Non-ferrous soft metals  
+ Very ductile metals (Ti)  
Soft ferrous metals  
+ Medium soft ferrous metals  
+ Medium hard, Hard ferrous metals 
+ Very hard ferrous metals  
+ Extremely hard ferrous metals  
+ Sintered carbides Hard ceramics  
+ Minerals and ceramics. 
+ Precision Optics 
+ Semiconductor 
+ Composites 
+ Medical Devices 
+ Many Others 

APPLICATION:

Sectioning/Wafering saws 
Abrasive cut-off saws 
Surface Grinders 
And other equipment 

Equipment Used On: 

23-4668W 3" (75mm)  .010" (0.28mm) 1/8" 

23-4669W  3" (75mm) .015" (0.37mm) 1/8"  

23-4670W 4" (101.6mm) .014" (0.35mm) .20" (5mm) 

23-4671W 4" (101.6mm)  .020" (0.5mm) .20" (5mm)  

23-4672W 5" (125mm) .014" (0.35mm) .20" (5mm) 

23-4673W 6" (152.4mm)  .014" (0.35mm)  .20" (5mm) 

23-4674W 6" (152.4mm) .020" (0.5mm)  .276" (7mm)  

23-4675W  6" (152.4mm)  .032" (0. 8mm) .276" (7mm) 

23-4678W 8" (203.2mm) .025" (0. 6mm) .276" (7mm) 

23-4679W 8" (203.2mm) .032" (0. 8mm)  .276" (7mm)  

23-4711W 10" (254mm) .032" (0. 8mm) .276" (7mm)  

23-4712W 10" (254mm) .040" (1.0mm) .276" (7mm) 

23-4716W 12" (300mm) .0512" (1.3mm) .276" (7mm) 

23-4717W 14" (350mm) .0512" (1.3mm) .276" (7mm) 

23-4718W 16" (400mm) .0512" (1.0mm) .276" (7mm)  

  Item No.     OD Diameter  TH Thickness Diamond Height

• Excellent Performance, even on Materials with a High 
Metallic Content  

• Cut Hard to machine materials 3 times faster  
• Last 2.2 times longer  
• Works on larger variety of materials (More Universal)  
• No Smearing / No Material Deformation   
• Priced 4.41 times less expensive than the leading / 

conventional Brand Name Wafering Blades  
• Non Magnetic Alloy Core / No Contamination  
• Used with plain water, synthetic coolant, or oil  
• Wafering Blades with excellent surface finish are 

available  

+ More Universal

+ More Aggressive 

+ Cuts Faster   

+ Cuts Smoother   
+ Lasts Longer  

+ Minimal Chipping 
+ More Precision   

+ Straight Cut  

+ Heat Resistant   

+ Easier to Use  
+ NO oil required 

(no contamination) 

+ Minimal Dressing

+ SAVE MONEY!!! 

ADVANTAGES:

FEATURES:

All sizes are in stock and ready 
for same day delivery.  
 
Other sizes, thickness, & arbor 
sizes  are available upon request. 
Please check for availability.  

We can make any arbor size (ID) 
you want. 

SMART CUT� High Precision Wafering Blades, 
insure the highest standards for cut quality and 
accuracy from material is being cut, to reducing 
secondary steps after sectioning completion.
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+ Improve production rates  + Reduce Material Deformation + Improve surface finish 

quality + Reduce material loss  +  Obtain more accurate 
tolerances  = SUPERIOR RESULTS 

UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools,  Division of LEL Diamond Tools International, Inc.  has  recently  introduced  a  new  
breakthrough: SMART CUT�  technology  in  manufacturing  precision diamond blades. This  technology  allows  us  to  

properly  position  and  orient  the  diamond  inside  the  metal  matrix. Making  sure  every  diamond  is  in  the  right  

place  and  at  the  right  time,  working  where  you  need  it  most. (Please,  see  diagram �.) 

maximum cutting performance � each  diamond  works  like  a  small  work  horse. Diamonds  come  in  contact  with  the  

material  in  the  right  place  and  at  the  right  time,  working  where  you  need  them  most.  You  get  the  maximum  use  out  of  

diamond  and  bond. Some unique benefits & advantages of SMART CUT� technology: 

no glazing � requires 

minimal dressing, the bond 

renews itself 

 faster cutting action - 

Diamond blades 
manufactured utilizing this 

technology are much more 

aggressive than your 

conventional blades. They 

cut faster, still leaving behind 

a smooth finish.   

more universal & 
longer lasting - These 

diamond blades are 

designed to work on virtually 

any material you can find.  

You can cut very hard materials, than switch to cutting very soft materials and the blade will maintain the same consistent performance.
7mm diamond depth allows the blade to last 80% to 40% longer on the hardest materials. 

superior coolant system - these blades are designed to cut with or without oil. We feel it is more preferable to the user to use water 

as a coolant. Oil does not a proper coolant for this procedure, as most other manufacturers would suggest. Water is a true organic 

coolant, witch does not leave the specimen being cut oily or contaminated.   

More sturdy alloy core � made from very durable proprietary alloy steel core. Designed to withstand heavy use and exploitation in a 

wide variety of difficult  environments and materials. You can expect less blade wreckage and blade walking, due to loose of wafering 

blade core tension. 
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 Precision Segmented Diamond Blades for Slabing
 
SMART CUT� series precision sintered (metal bonded) diamond 

slabing blades are the highest overall performance blades 
available today. Manufactured utilizing SMART CUT� 

technology, these blades will give you the best performance and 

price per cut. Providing consistent results you can count on 
everyday. 

Item No. Diameter Rim Width Rim Depth Arbor Size
23-4818S 18" (454mm) .094" (2.40mm) .276" (7mm)  1-3/4" 

23-4820S 20" (504mm)  .094" (2.40mm)  .276" (7mm) 1-3/4"   

23-4824S 24" (604mm) .094" (2.40mm) .276" (7mm) 1-3/4" 

23-4830S 30" (762mm) .126" (3.20mm) .276" (7mm) 1"   

23-4836S 36" (900mm)  .189" (5.00mm)  .276" (7mm) 1"  

Blade Diameter Recommended 
RPM Blade Diameter Recommended 

RPM 
4" 4,000 16" 1,000 
5" 3,438 18" 1,000 
6" 2,675 20" 900 
8" 2,000 22" 825 

10" 1,600 24" 700 
12" 1,325 30" 550 
14" 1,140 36" 500 

ADVANTAGES: 
 

+ Chip Free Cutting  

+ Cuts Faster    

+ Lasts Longer   

+ More Precision    

+ Minimal Dressing   

+ More Universal   
+ More Aggressive   

+ Smoother Finish   

+ Straight Cut   

+ Heat Resistant   

+ Easier to Use   

+ Save Material     

Application

• Precious Stone  
• Glass   
• Stone   
• Advanced 

Ceramics 
• Many 

Others           

Saws Used On:   

+ Slab Saws 
+ SMART CUT� 
Diamond Saws 

+ Other Saws   

All sizes are in stock and ready 
for same day delivery. Other 
sizes available upon request.  
 

Largest Inventory & Most competitive 
Prices in the U.S.  We will beat any 
competitors written price quote for the 
same quality product 
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 + Improve production rates  + Improve production yields + Improve surface finish  
quality + Reduce material loss  +  Obtain more accurate 
tolerances  = SUPERIOR RESULTS 

UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools,  Division of LEL Diamond Tools 

International, Inc.  has  recently  introduced  a  new  breakthrough: SMART 
CUT�  technology  in  manufacturing  precision diamond blades. This  

technology  allows  us  to  properly  position  and  orient  the  diamond  

inside  the  metal  matrix. Making  sure  every  diamond  is  in  the  right  

place  and  at  the  right  time,  working  where  you  need  it  most. (Please,  

see  diagram �.) 

maximum cutting performance � each  diamond  works  like  a  small  work 

horse. Diamonds  come  in  contact  with  the  material  in  the  right  place  and  at  

the  right  time,  working  where  you  need  them  most. You  get  the  maximum  
use  out  of  diamond  and  bond. Some unique benefits & advantages of SMART 
CUT� technology: 

 no glazing � requires minimal dressing, the bond renews itself 

 faster cutting action - Diamond blades manufactured utilizing this technology 

are much more aggressive than your conventional blades. They cut faster, still 

leaving behind a smooth finish.   

more universal & longer lasting - These diamond blades are designed to 

work on virtually any material you can find. You can cut very hard materials, than 
switch to cutting very soft materials and the blade will maintain the same consistent 

performance. 7mm diamond depth allows the blade to last 80% to 40% longer 

on the hardest materials. 

UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools proprietary blade chemistry, precision 

manufacturing methods, modern quality control methods, allow us to control and 
regulate the dozens of variables that affect blade life, quality of cut, surface finish. 

Reducing and often eliminating additional steps often required after sectioning. All 

blades are manufactured to fit your specific material, application, and surface finish 

requirements. We will work with you to determine your needs, and develop the right 

bond formulation, concentration, and grit sizes. 

 

SMART CUT Precision 

Diamond Blades are 

designed and specially 

selected to provide the 

maximum possible blade life 

for your desired cut quality, 

and speed.  

 
UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools has 

one of the Largest Inventory of 
Precision Diamond Blades in the 
U.S. With over 4,000 diamond blades 

in stock, available in different sizes, 
thickness, arbor sizes, diamond 
concentrations, diamond mesh 
sizes, and bond harnesses. 

SMART CUT� series High Precision Diamond Blades & Saws, insure 
the highest standards for cut quality and accuracy from material is 
being cut, to reducing secondary steps after the cutting completion. 

You are sure to find the Right 

Precision Diamond Blade for 

your application in stock and 

ready for same day delivery. 

If you are not using these 

blades, you are paying too 

much.  

EXPECT MORE 
FROM YOUR TOOLS.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Item # Diameter 
Core 

Thickness 

Diamond 
Thickness 

Arbor 
Size 

29-4670W 4" (101.6mm) .004" .007" 5/8" 

29-4671W 4" (101.6mm) .004" .007" 1/2" 

29-4672W 4" (101.6mm) .012" .016" 5/8" 

29-4673W 4" (101.6mm) .012" .016" 1/2" 

29-4674W 5" (101.6mm) .012" .016" 5/8" 

29-4675W 5" (101.6mm) .012" .016" 1/2" 

29-4676W 5" (101.6mm) .012" .016" 5/8" 

29-4677W 6" (152.4mm) .006" .009" 5/8" 

29-4678W 6" (152.4mm) .006" .009" 1/2" 

29-4679W 6" (152.4mm) .025" .032" 5/8" 

29-46710W 6" (152.4mm) .025" .032" 1/2" 

29-46711W 8" (203.2mm) .012" .016" 5/8" 

29-46712W 8" (203.2mm) .025" .032" 5/8" 

29-46713W 10" (254mm) .015" .019" 5/8" 

29-46714W 10" (254mm) .032" .040" 5/8" 

Other Standard Arbor Sizes: 3/4", 1", 1 1/4", 20mm, and 30mm available.
 
 We can make any arbor size (ID) you want. 
 
Other Sizes and Thickness are available upon request. 
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 SMART CUT series Electroplated & CBN Thin Kerf Diamond Blades 

provide a fast, clean cut, and minimum loss of material. These blades will 

work on most materials from 4.0 to 9.5 on mohe's scale. Including ultra hard 

& expensive materials minimum loss of material counts the most. Its unique 
core, is made from steel with memory. No matter how much you bent the 

blade, it will return to its original shape. Blades are available from stock in 

several mesh sizes of synthetic diamond & cubic boron nitride (CBN). 

 

Electroplated Diamond Blades, have a single 
layer of electroplated diamond section or a single 

layer of CBN. The diamond grit is able to 

significantly protrude (stick out) above the bond 

surface, providing fast and aggressive material 

removal rate. Cutting performance however 

drops off fast, due to diamond wearing away at 

an increased rate. 
 

Electroplated diamond blades are frequently 

used for dry cutting (when coolant cannot be 

used). Electroplated blades a particularly well 

suited for cutting thermosetting plastics, GRP, 

pre-sintered and pre-fired (green) materials, 

electro carbons, graphite, soft ferrites, 

farinaceous products, deep frozen fish, pones, pc 
boards, and etc. 

ELECTROPLATED (Nickel Bond) & Cubic Boron Nitride (CBN)
T H I N  K E R F  D i a m o n d  B l a d e s  

SMART CUT� series High Precision Diamond Blades & Saws, insure 
the highest standards for cut quality and accuracy from material is 
being cut, to reducing secondary steps after the cutting completion. 

EXPECT MORE 

FROM YOUR TOOLS
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GENERAL PURPOSE DIAMOND BLADES 

NEW GENERATION (METAL BOND) - SMART CUT� 

SMART CUT� Series General Purpose Sintered (Metal Bond) Diamond Blades are the 

highest overall performance blades available today. Manufactured utilizing SMART CUT� 

technology, advanced technology that redefines standard in cutting. These blades are 

designed to provide aggressive, fast, and rough cutting of a large variety of advanced and 

composite materials. Where loss of material is not an important factor. Available from stock 

in 80/100 and 60/80 grit. Other diamond concentrations, mesh sizes, bond hardnesses, and 

inside diameters can be manufactured upon request.  

+ Advanced Ceramics
+ Composites  
+ Glass 
+ High Metallic 
Content Materials 
+ Natural Stone 
+ Precious Stone 
+ Ultra Hard Materials

APPLICATION:

Equipment Used On:

Tile Saws 
Abrasive cut-off saws 
Surface Grinders 
Precision Cut off Saws
And other equipment 

+ More Universal

+ More Aggressive 
+ Cuts Faster   
+ Lasts Longer  

+ Straight Cut  

+ Easier to Use  

+ Minimal Dressing
+ SAVE MONEY!!! 

ADVANTAGES:

Item No. Diameter Rim 
Width 

Rim 
Depth 

Arbor 
Size 

Max 
RPM 

23-2000W 3-3/8" (85mm) .050" .20" 
20mm-

15mm B 
15,000 

23-2003W 4" (102mm) .050" .20" 
20mm-5/8" 

B 
13,700 

23-2005W 6" (85mm) .060" .276" 5/8" 10,200 
23-2006W 7" (178mm) .060" .276" 5/8"  8,730 
23-2009W 8" (203mm) .060" .276" 5/8" 7,640 
23-2011W 10" (250mm) .060" .276" 5/8" 6,115 
23-2014W 12" (300mm) .087" .276" 60mm-1" B 5,095 
23-2016W 14" (350mm) .095" .276" 60mm-1" B 4,365 
23-2018W 16" (400mm) .095" .276" 60mm-1" B 2,268 

 

All sizes are in stock and ready 
for  same day delivery.  
 
Other sizes, thickness, & arbor sizes 
are available upon request. Please 
check for availability.  

Arbor Sizes (ID): 1/2", 5/8", 1", 1-
1/4". We can make any arbor size 
you want.  

DM: Diamond Knock out Arbor  -  B: Bush Ring - RPM: Maximum Safe Speed  

Maximum Blade Cutting Depths and Operating Speeds 

Blade Diameter                             Cutting Depth                          Recommended RPM                         Maximum Safe RPM 

       6"                                               1-3/4"                                            6,048                                            10,185 

       7"                                               2-1/4"                                            5,184                                             8,730 

       8"                                               2-3/4"                                            4,536                                             7,640 

       9"                                               3-1/4"                                            4,032                                             6,790 

       10"                                             3-3/4"                                            3,629                                             6,115  



\\ 
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 Diamond Band Saw Blades have proven the be an effective diamond machining 

tools on a large variety of materials and applications. With diamonds firmly attached to 

ultra thin metal body, Diamond Band Saw Blades remain the tool of choice for many 

diamond cutting and machining jobs. Only the highest quality raw materials are used in 

the manufacturing process. Manufacturing process is carefully controlled, matching your
application with the right bond type, grit size, bond hardness and composition. Average 
Band Saw Blade Life: 40 to 80 hours. Some has shown to last as long as 192 hours.  

Applications for Diamond Band Saw Blades 
Material Workheight 

(Inches) 
Recommended

Band 
Edge  

Configuration
Band Speed 

(SFPM) 
Kerf 
Loss Coolant

Quartz/Glass 

1-6 
6-10 
10-18 
18-30 
30+ 

1" x .020" 
1" x .025" 
1" x .035" 

1¼" x .040" 
1½" x .040" 

Continuous or
Segmented 

2000-2500 
2000-2500 
2000-2500 
2000-2500 
2000-2500 

0.040"
0.055"
0.072"
0.075"
0.075"

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Silicon 
(Electronic) 

1-6 
6-10 
10+ 

1" x .020" 
1" x .025" 
1" x .035" 

Continuous 
1800-2200 
1800-2200 
1800-2200 

0.040"
0.055"
0.072"

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Silicon (Solar) 
1-6 

6-10 
10-12 
12+ 

1" x .020" 
1" x .025" 
1" x .035" 

1¼" x .040" 
Continuous 

1800-2200 
1800-2200 
1800-2200 
1800-2200 

0.040"
0.055"
0.072"
0.075"

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Ceramic 
1-6 

6-10 
10+ 

1" x .020" 
1" x .025" 
1" x .035" 

Continuous 
1800-2200 
1800-2200 
1800-2200 

0.040"
0.055"
0.072"

No 
No 
No 

Carbide 1-4 
4-6 

3/4" x .020" 
1" x .020" Continuous 1800-2200 

1800-2200 
0.035"
0.040"

No 
No 

Granite 
1-4 
4-8 

8-12 
12+ 

1" x .025" 
1" x .035" 

1¼" x .040" 
1½" x .040" 

Continuous or 
Segmented 

1800-2200 
1800-2200 
1800-2200 
1800-2200 

0.055"
0.072"
0.075"
0.075"

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Marble 

1-4 
4-8 

8-12 
12-18 
18+ 

1" x .020" 
1" x .025" 
1" x .035" 

1¼" x .040" 
1½" x .040" 

Continuous or 
Segmented 

2000-2500 
2000-2500 
2000-2500 
2000-2500 
2000-2500 

0.040"
0.055"
0.072"
0.075"
0.075"

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Pyrex 
1-4 
4-8 
8+ 

1" x .020" 
1" x .025" 
1" x .035" 

Continuous 
1800-2200 
1800-2200 
1800-2200 

0.040"
0.055"
0.072"

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Masonry Materials 
1-4 
4-8 
8+ 

1" x .020" 
1" x .025" 
1" x .035" 

Continuous or 
Segmented 

1800-2200 
1800-2200 
1800-2200 

0.040"
0.055"
0.072"

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Carbon/Graphite 

1-6 
6-18 
18-24 
24-32 
32-40 
40+ 

1" x .020" 
1" x .025" 
1" x .035" 

1¼" x .040" 
1½" x .040" 
2" x .040" 

Segmented 
or  

Gulleted 

2000-2500 
2000-2500 
2000-2500 
2000-2500 
2000-2500 
2000-2500 

0.040"
0.055"
0.072"
0.075"
0.075"
0.080"

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

Fiberglass FRP ANY 1" x .020" Gulleted 2000-2500 0.040" No 

Glass Reinforced 
Plastic (GRP) 

1-6 
6-10 
10+ 

1" x .020" 
1" x .025" 
1" x .035" 

Segmented 
or  

Gulleted 

2000-2500 
2000-2500 
2000-2500 

0.040"
0.055"
0.072"

No 
No 
No 

Fiberglass 
Laminate ANY 1" x .020" Gulleted 2000-2500 0.040" No 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Diamond Band Saw Blade Setup Procedure 

With new developments of advanced materials, the diamond band saw blade has played a key role in effective sawing and 

development of these materials. Proper use and installation of diamond band saw blade is critical to its cutting efficiency and life. 

The following suggestions, will help you get the most out of your diamond band sawing operation.  

Step 1: Place new band saw blade over band saw machine wheels and through guides 

Step 2:  Set band saw machine guides to .001" - .0015" over diamond band saw width 

Step 3:  Place tensigage on the diamond band saw blade in intentioned condition. 

Step 4:  Zero gage, then tension to 1.5 units. Diamond Band Saw Blade tension should be set as low as possible to saw your 

material while still maintaining straight cuts. 

Step 5: Run Diamond Band Saw Blade slowly to properly track on tires. 

Step 6: Release the tension and retention to 1.5 units. Check the tension at beginning of each shift. 

Step 7: Make sure your diamond band saw blade is not toughing back up bearings. Rubbing back up bearings will cause 

premature failure in the backing material of the diamond band. 

Step 8: Set table speed to cut at four square inches per minute. This is only a recommended starting point. Keeping accurate 

records on every band saw blade will help you adjust the feed rate to optimize the total square inches of sawing for one diamond 

band saw blade. 

Step 9: Set band speed to approximately 1500-2500 surface feet per minute. Again, keep accurate records on every band. 

Step 10: Allow only enough table feed to permit the diamonds to cut freely. Overfeed will cause the diamond band saw blade to 

rub excessively against back up bearings resulting in early fatigure. 

Step 11: When stopping production reduce diamond band saw blade speed to eliminate start up shock. 

Step 12: Make sure to remove tension from diamond band saw blade when not in use. 

Step 13: Occasionally dress diamond band saw blade with silicon carbide dressing stic. Dressing band saw blade will clean, 

sharpen, and renew the diamonds. 

Step 14: Weekly inversion of the diamond band saw blade may improve cutting life.  

UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools  Division of LEL Diamond Tools International, Inc. 
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 ** Note that kerf  loss is dependant on diamond grit selected. 
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There are dozens of variables that contribute to successful High Precision & Ultra 

Thin Diamond Blade Performance. Some such as operator experience, machine 

RPM's may be outside of your control. Others such as use of proper diamond tool 

accessories are completely in your hands. It is your responsibility to use proper 

diamond tool accessories required with your tool. Doing so will extend your tools life, 

improve tool performance, & surface finish of your material.   

DIAMOND BLADE ACCESSORIES 

Dressing sticks made from silicon carbide or alumina 
oxide (soft bond) are usually used for dressing diamond 
tools.   

Diamond Tools must be used with diamonds exposed properly through 

frequent dressing. Otherwise, the diamond tool will glaze over. They will 

begin to tear rather than grind which is very destructive. Tearing caused 

from unexposed diamonds creates friction. This causes uneven wear and 

heat cracks in the diamond tool as well as material being machined. 

Resulting in premature diamond tool wear, blade tensioning problems, 

and will eventually destroy the diamond tool. The more a diamond tool is 

dressed the cooler it will cut. 

Different types of dressing sticks break down differently under a variety of 

conditions. The dressing stick used must be compatible with the bond 

and mish size (grit) of the diamond tool, in addition to the RPM's of the 

machine. Silicon carbide crystals are less friable and are sharper than 

alumina oxide crystals which are more friable and break down easier. If 

the diamond wheels running at RPM's that are too high and / or SFPM is 

too fast and / or the diamond wheel bond is too hard in relationship to the 

dressing stick, the diamond tool may not cut freely through the dressing 

stick causing the operator to believe the dressing stick may be too hard. 

Dressing Sticks / Stones

UKAM Industrial Superhard 
Tools can supply and 
recommend the right dressing 
stick for your individual 
application. 
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DIAMOND WHEEL STIFFENERS 

Make sure your Thin Kerf Diamond Wheels cut 
straight & don't wobble. 
 
Flange diameter affects directional stability of the 

diamond wheel. For ultra thin Diamond Wheels, your 

flange size must be 3/4 outside diameter  of the blade. 

Often extending right up to the diamond section. For 

larger and thicker wheels 1/3 outside diameter of the 

blade. As a general rule of thumb, the largest possible 

flange diameter should always to be used. 

BENEFITS:  

• Improve the rigidity of your diamond wheels  

• Increase Life  

• Improve Tolerances  

• Improve Surface Finish 

COOLANTS 

Plain water evaporates / dissipates at 212 F. Many High 

Precision Diamond Sawing Application require use of 

coolant other than plain water. Most common used coolants 

are synthetic water soluble coolants and mineral oils. 
Synthetic water soluble coolants are used primarily used for 

optics as well as very hard materials that require smooth 

surface finish and where contamination is a concern. 

Mineral oils are primarily reserved for ultra hard and high 

metallic content materials. 

Why use Coolants?  
 
Coolants increase productivity and the quality of 

manufactured parts. Coolants increase the time interval 

between tooling changes. This saves the company money

by reducing the number of tool or die changes needed. 

Tooling changes require the shut down of the production 

lines, therefore less tooling changes will increase 

productivity. Modern coolants must fulfill two primary 

functions: cooling and lubrication. Both of these functions 

are important, but their relative importance depends on 

the type of operation and material being processed. 
 
Cooling  
 
Prior to modern high-speed equipment, cooling from a lubricant 

was not needed. The slow cutting speeds did not generate 

much heat. The straight lubricants were able to transfer enough 

heat to avoid damage to the parts and tools. However, modern 
equipment operates at high speeds. This high speed movement 

creates tremendous amounts of heat which must be removed 

by the coolant. 

 

Failure to remove the heat and chips in the contact zone, 

between the cutting tool and the part will shorten tool life and 

increase the number of tool changes as well as reduce the 

tolerances of tooling and part because of thermal expansion.  

 
Lubrication  
 
Lubrication provided by the coolant reduces the friction 

between the tool and material / substrate. The coolant prevents 

the substrate from sticking to the tool and will increase the 
surface finish. Some companies are trying to eliminate 

coolants, which inevitably increase the amount of money spent 

on tooling and lost production. But some companies feel that 

this is worth the cost benefit of maintaining the coolant systems 

and the work associated with the coolants. These companies 

are in the minority 
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SMART CUT is a Fully Synthetic Water Soluble 

Lubri-Coolant that provides superior overall diamond 

machining performance on a full range of advanced 

materials. Such as Ceramics, Optics, Quartz, Silicon, 

& Other Materials. Designed to reduce the friction and 

heat between the tool and substrate. Both Production 

Engineers and R & D Researchers rely on SMART 
CUT Synthetic water soluble coolant to improve their 

overall diamond machining operation to its ultimate 

point of efficiency. 

 

When added to cooled water SMART CUT synthetic 

water soluble coolant will improve your overall slicing, 
dicing, drilling, grinding, lapping, and diamond 

machining operation by as much as 30%. 

APPLICATION: 
 
Precision Diamond 
Tool Machining 
including: 
 

• Slicing 

• Dicing 

• Drilling 

• Grinding 

• Lapping 

PACKAGING:  
 
1 Gallon bottles,  5 gallon 

pails, 55 gallon drums 

SMART CUT KOOL

Stream of SMART CUT coolant added to 
deionized (DI) water reduces material thermal 
stress, edge damage, and internal cracking, 
assuring long-term integrity of material being 
processed. Since SMART CUT KOOL is a coolant 
and lubricant, both the diamond blade and 
material benefit. 

SMART CUT KOOL helps manufacturers 
and R & D labs: 
Reduces Surface Tension - by 25-40 dynes/cm2. SMART 

CUT KOOL allows more water into the material kerf / pores, 

dissipating heat generated by friction. 
 

Bonds Water Molecules - into the kerf and to the diamond 

tool, allowing better swarf dispersion and lubrication. 

 
Prevent Swarf Accumulation - on the diamond tool and in 

Back and frontside edges, minimizing chipping and internal 

cracking. 
 

Extend Blade / Diamond Tool Life - by up to 30%. The 

lubricated blade / diamond tool runs cooler, reducing metal 

fatigue and blade / diamond tool wear. 
 

Improve Material Yield and Reliability - from the reduced 

amount of chipping, cracking and consequent edge damage. 
 

Eliminate Additional Material Processing  � Depending on 

the application and your objectives, SMART CUT KOOL 

frequently eliminates and minimizes secondary and subsequent 

material processing. 
 

Improved Machining Tolerances � Many of today�s 

demanding advanced material applications provide challenges to 

advanced material manufacturers and R & D facilities. Obtaining 

tolerances less than a millionth�s of an inch, is not uncommon. 

SMART CUT KOOLANT promotes attainment of close tolerances 

by removing heat generated at the point of contact between the 

tool and work piece. Heat can cause deformations in both the tool 

and work piece that results in the loss of tolerance. When the 
generation of heat and its subsequent removal by a coolant is 

momentarily interrupted any coolant product will adversely affect 

the performance of a tool and therefore ruin a tolerance 
specification. 

NOTE: Contains no 
nitrides, phosphates, 
chromates, phenols, heavy 
metal salts, Petroleum oils, 
chlorine or phosphorus. Do 
not add inorganic nitrates, 
nitrites, or organic-nitro 
compounds. 

As a coolant, SMART CUT KOOL reduces heat caused by 

friction. As a lubricant, SMART CUT KOOL lowers friction 

and surface tension, which increases swarf dispersion. 
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UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools offers complete range of diamond saws, equipment and accessories for 

cutting (sawing) advanced materials. Such as: ceramics, glass, plastics, quartz, metals, and graphite. From high 

capacity cutting of very large work pieces to precision cutting of even the most delicate specimens. Our diamond 
saws are widely used in Research and Development, Quality Control, Failure Analysis, as well as High 
Production. These diamond saws are manufactured to better work with SMART CUT� Precision Diamond 

Blades & better fit your specific material / application. You can count on us to improve your diamond sawing 
operation to its ultimate efficiency. Whatever you goal or objective, UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools has the 

solution to help you get there faster. 

Offering the largest selection & most competitive pricing on Diamond Sectioning Saws, Slicing Saws, Rough 

Cutting Saws, Slab Saws, Band Saws, Gang Saws, and other sawing equipment. In additional to their industrial 

application, our saws have been successfully used in fields such as: geology, archeology, paleontology, 

criminology, forensics, biology, pathology, histology, anatomy, and dentistry. All saws can be modified and 
redesigned to better fit your needs 

PRECISION DIAMOND SAWS 

SMART CUT 4002 

SMART CUT 6001 

Most Popular & Affordable Small Precision Diamond Saw on the market. Fast & 

Precision sectioning of printed circuit boards, ceramic substrates, electronic packages, and 

many other materials. Coolant is stored below and applied to sample by rotating the blade. 
Accepts 3", 4", 5", blades. Variable Speed: 400 to 3,400 RPM. More Larger Working area 

9" x 6-1/4" for oversize samples. More Powerful 1/4 Hp motor. The saw housing is made 

from unbreakable cross-linked polyethylene and the housing is guaranteed for life. 

Most Popular & Affordable Medium Precision Diamond Saw on the market. Fast &
Precision sectioning of printed circuit boards, ceramic substrates, electronic packages, 

and many other materials. Coolant is stored below and applied to sample by rotating the 
blade. Accepts 4", 5", 6" blades. Saw table has a large working area measuring 15" x 
9". The durable housing is made from unbreakable cross-linked polyethylene which cannot 

rust. Housing and all plastic parts are guaranteed for life. This unit is equipped with a 

heavy duty direct drive permanent magnet 1/4 Hp motor with sealed ball bearing. Variable 

Speed RPM's range from 400 to 3,400.
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SMART CUT 6009 Fast & Precision sectioning of printed ciruit boards, ceramic substrates, electronic 

packages, and many other materials. Coolant is stored below and applied to sample by 
rotating the blade. Saw table has a large working area and no inhibiting lip. The durable 
housing is made from all metal, with pan and table from stainless steel. Housing and pan 

have an industrial powder coated finish for great looks and long life. This unit is equipped 
with a special angle block that allows you to finish section edges of your specimens at 
a ten degree angle, giving you a head start towards the next step in your failure analysis 

process. The saw also comes with an optional Rip Fence attachment that will allow you to 
make uniform sections from your sample. This accessory easily attaches to front lip of the 

saw pan and is adjustable to almost any width. The saw comes equipped with a high torque, 
permanent magnet D.C. motor that has plenty of powder for sectioning any sample 
hardness. Motor has Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter to protect against electrical shock. 

The saw also comes with a high intensity lamp that is easily positioned to light the work 

area and is built into the saw.   

Saw is lightweight so you can carry 

it around with one hand even when 
loaded with coolant. And has a built-

in carrying handle, and unique 

coolant system that allows this 

portable convenience. 

Saw table has a large working area measuring 12" x 18" has no inhibiting lip. Bull dog 

grip vise holds all rock shapes and swings back out of the way for hand sectioning. Cross 

feed slabs for 3 1/2". Just pull the vise back and set to scale to get the slab thickness you 

want. Hold down hook (patent pending) runs under table top so rock can't climb the blade or 

jam. Front shield protects operator from cutting waste. Arbor has 5/8" diameter steel shaft. 

Ball bearing assembly has grit slinger to protect precision bearings. Twin drains allow quick 
and easy cleaning of Koolerant sump. Piggy back motor mounts directly on back tank 

casting. Unit rests on rubber cushions for quiet operation. 

SMART CUT 8001 

SMART CUT 16001 Fast & Precision sectioning of large variety materials. Coolant is stored below and applied to 

sample by rotating the blade. Saw table has a large working area and no inhibiting lip. Bull 

dog grip vise holds all rock shapes and swings back out of the way for hand 

sectioning. Motor: 1/2 or 1/3 HP. Sample working area: 5" to 7". Blade Range: 12", 14", & 16" 

OD. Arbor: 1-3/4". Fluid Capacity: 5 gallons 

Features / Advantages: 

Light enough to be easily moved - Easily converts from slab to sectioning saw with drop-in 

trim table - Sawmill type carriage glides on steel ways - Rigid grip vise: Steel jaw tongue 
contacts full length of vise, holding jaw square so it can't bind - 4" Cross feed adjusts 1/16" per 

turn for uniform slabbing. Weight feed action for slabbing utilizes scales, cord and weight. 

Fastened to vise table.  
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SMART CUT 14001 

 

In a swing arm type of saw, the blade is mounted on a heavy swinging arm and moves 

vertically under gravity down through the material. The material remains stationary while being 

cut. You easily adjust the cutting speed by setting a needle valve that controls the flow of fluid 

from a hydraulic cylinder that supports the arm. A glass "sight gauge" enables you to judge 

this rate of flow. The arm is raised for the next cut by an electric pump that forces the 

hydraulic fluid back into the cylinder. Apart from this smooth, simple feed system that does not 
need the usual sliding (or rolling) carriage, this type of saw has the advantage of using only 

one-half to two-thirds as much floor space, as they are shorter in the front to rear dimension. 

Electric pump to raise the arm rather than a hand pump. - Sight gauge for easy control of 

cutting speed. - Single belt drive sealed inside the swing arm. - Table cross feed uses miter 

gears so handle can be mounted in front to save your knuckles. - Table lifts out of saw tank 

leaving nothing in your way when cleaning the tank. Your material is clamped to a tale having 

a generous amount of travel in both front and rear and left to right directions. Adjustable lamp 

puts light where you need it. Saw tank sits on a cabinet type stand that houses the 15 gallon 

coolant recirculating system.

SMART CUT 19001 Designed for medium precision, efficient cutting of virtually any material, including hard steels, 

soft polymers, and brittle materials. Band Saw will minimize material loss that's always a 
concern when cutting deep inside cuts. The work surface is 13.25" deep and 1.75" wide. 

Allows large piece of material to be maneuvered freely on work surface. The housing cover is 

removed from its track exposing the upper pulley of the blade. After blade replacement and/or 

adjustments are made the cover easily slips back into place. Samples can be safely hand fed 
into the blade with or without the standard specimen guide. The diamond plated, steel core 

blades are designed for long life under normal conditions. Easy blade access and 

replacement procedures, make occasional saw maintenance extremely simple. Coolant is 

contained in a reservoir at the base of the saw. New High Speed Motor for fastest cutting 

available - Simple construction with few moving parts - Powerful motor located on top, away 

from the water - Direct drive - no belts or pulleys Huge water reservoir under the work surface

Diamond Gang Saws Production rates range from 400 to 6000 parts per minute. Multi-Blade cutting system makes 

all cuts simultaneously and automatically separates end cuts from finished pieces. Capable of 
cutting tubes or rods of glass, quartz, carbon, ceramics, plastics, fiber glass, hybrid and exotic 

materials and most metals. Normal length tolerance is +/- .002". Squareness is +/- 1.0 

degrees. Offering Speed, Precision, & Cost Savings. Designed for machining materials such 
as Glass, Quartz, Ceramics, and Metals. Cut 10 times faster over conventional sawing 

methods. Can cut: 400 to 6,000 parts per minute - 40/1000 to 59 parts in length    -    

Precision Tolerances + 1/200. Simple, hopper fed operation allows one person to operate 

multiple machines. Stock material diameters currently range from 0.030" to 3.0". Uses water 

as a coolant.  Can also use additives and lubricants as desired 
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Please answer the questions (Precision Diamond Blade Application Data Sheet) to the full extend as possible. Doing so will help 
us recommend and accurately quote for you on the best (optimum) Precision Diamond Blade for your specific application / 
material. Whatever your goal or objective, we can help you get there faster. 
 
Outside Diameter of blade (OD): 
 
Inside Diameter of blade (ID): 
 
Blade Diamond Thickness (TH): 
 
Diamond Depth (Height): 
 
Diamond Concentration (if known): 
 
Diamond Mesh / Grit size (if known):   
 
Blade Shape / Specification Type: 1A1R, 1A1, 1A8, 1A1RSS, or other 
 
Bond Type (if known): 
 
a.) Sintered (Metal Bond 
b.) Resin Bond 
c.) Electroplated (nickel bond) 
d.) Other Bond 
 
Tolerance you are looking for (if known): 
 
Surface finish requirements (if known): 
 
After cutting, do you grind, polish, or lap surface of the material ? 
 
Cutting equipment the blade will be used on: 
 
RPM's (revolutions per minute) you are planning to use: 
 
Coolant type you are planning to use with this blade: 
 
Flange Size: 
 
Application Requirements 
 
Is this a new process? 
 
If this is an existing process, what blade are you using now? 
 
Specification of current blade: 
 
Estimated annual blade consumption / usage: 
 
How many cuts do you need to make? 
 
How much do you pay for this blade? 
 
Date needed by? 
 
What is your primary concern (main objectives) when you are cutting? 
 
What would you like to improve / resolve any problems? 
 
Comments / Remarks: 

PRECISION DIAMOND BLADE APPLICATION DATA SHEET



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In order for you to get the most out of your new Diamond Blade, we 

strongly urge you to read and follow these instructions and suggestions. 

Doing so will help you save money and time. These suggestions and 

recommendations have come from years of experience in research, 

development and manufacturing of precision diamond products. As well 

as years of personal experience and observations of users like you. 

Before Cutting 

Visually examine diamond blade for cracks or any other damage. Do 
not use if damage is suspected. Damaged, incorrectly mounted, our 

misused blades can be very dangerous to use. Always wear proper 

safety equipment: Safety footwear, snug fitting clothing, safety goggles, 
hearing and head protection, and proper respiratory equipment. Make 
sure to check the diamond blade for run out.  

If for some reason you feel there is a manufacturing defect, please 

return the blade where it was purchased with a note explaining the 

difficulty. Defective blades will be repaired or replaced. Blades 

improperly used will be repaired or replaced at users expense. 

Before Installation 

The following recommendations are given so that best results may be 

obtained in using diamond wheels: 

Inspection 

Visually examine blade for cracks or any other damage. Do not use if 

damage is suspected. Damaged, incorrectly mounted, or misused 

blades can be very dangerous to use. 

Mounting 

Care should be taken in mounting a diamond wheel. Flanges, back 
plates and spindle should be clean, free of burs, and run true. By using 

an indicator and tapping lightly on a wood block held 
against the wheel, make sure the wheel is within 

.005. of true rotation. Tighten the flanges securely 

and recheck with an indicator before using. The use 

of permanent mounting should be practice where 

convenient. Please check the shaft of your machine 

for looseness that may indicate worn bearings. Also, 

check shaft for wear on the shaft itself. Blade should 

fit snuggly. 

Flanges 

A pair of same size flanges with proper relief 
should be approximately 1/3 the diameter of the 
blade. Flanges must be free of rust and dirt. Your 

blade should turn perfectly true after flange nut is 

tightened. Carriage alignment must be accurate for 

deeper cuts to prevent blade bending. Do not use 

blades that rattle or wobble on the saw. Flange 

diameter affects directional stability of the diamond 
wheel. For ultra thin Diamond Wheels, your flange 
size must be 3/4 outside diameter  of the blade. 

Often extending right up to the diamond section. As a 

general rule of thumb, the largest possible flange 

diameter should always to be used. 

Safety 

Always wear proper safety equipment: Safety 

footwear, snug fitting clothing, safety goggles, 

hearing and head protection, and proper respiratory 

equipment. Always use blade guards provided on 
machines. Do not remove these safety devices. They 

are for your protection.  
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 SAWING RECOMMENDATIONS 
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Before Using 

Make sure that the arrow on wheel point in the same direction as 

shaft rotation. Best performance and life will result. Before 

performing any cutting operations, let the tool run for a few seconds 

without load. If blade wobbles, vibration or unusual noise occurs, 

stop the tool immediately. Inspect blade for damage or incorrect 

mounting. 

Securing your material while cutting  

It is extremely important that the part you are cutting is clamped 

down and hold securely in place. So material does not move, if 
material does move while cutting it may break the diamond section 
of your blade. A clamp should be used for this purpose. Do not 
hold the part (material) with your hands. Doing so is dangerous, 

and your material will chip.  

Cutting Speeds 

RPM's will vary depending on the OD (Outside Diameter) of the 

blade and material to be cut. To improve blade life and help reduce 

wreckage, it is important to run blades at the proper RPM's and 

keep the diamonds exposed through dressing. Most blades should 

be operated in the range of 3,150 to 5,000 surface feet per minute. 
For soft, abrasive materials, RPM should increase. For hard, dense 

materials, RPM should decrease. 

Blade Diameter Recommended RPM Blade Diameter Recommended RPM

4" 4,000 18" 1,000 
6" 2,675 20" 900 
8" 2,000 22" 825 
10" 1,600 24" 700 
12" 1,325 30" 550 
14" 1,140 36" 500 
16" 1,000   

 
Faster cutting may reduce your working time slightly. However, the 

major trade off is a significant increase in friction and blade heat up, 
considerably reducing blade life and increasing the risk of heat 

fractures and breakage. 

Meaning if a diamond blade develops dark �burn� marks 
at the diamond section, the blade is being used is too fast 

or the amount of pressure is too great. Reduce cutting 

speed or adjust pressure accordingly. It is generally 

recommended that you use a blade as fast as it will cut 

freely. 

Sawing with Coolant    

Coolant should always be used to cool and lubricate the 

blade.  Most frequent source for diamond blade damage 

is cutting without enough coolant. It has been found that 
generous flow of coolant increases diamond blade 

efficiency, improves surface finish and reduces heat 

build-up and material cracks and deformation associated 

with overheating.  Water is most often used coolant, 

providing excellent performance at minimal cost. Coolant 

must be applied in the proper place or it will not cool the 

blade or material being worked on properly. Coolant 

should always be directed so that the full flow is at the 

point of contact between blade and material, facing the 
same direction as rotation of the blade. The amount of 
coolant used should increase with the hardness of 
the material being cut. If you see sparks, there is 

insufficient coolant reaching the cutting zone or its simply 

ineffective.  

Never run a diamond blade dry. Severe damage 

will result. Coolants do 3 things: 

a.) cool blade and material being cut 

b.) clean out abrasive particles formed while cutting 

c.) provide lubrication to keep cutting edge clean 

When cutting in harder materials such as granite, agate, 

quartz, porcelain, or very hard materials like sapphire and 

alumina, it is important to have lots of coolant.   
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Determine the type of coolant you are planning to use. If you are 

planning to use water as a coolant, check with the blade 

manufacturer on what type of water recommended for your blade. 

City water with 90 psi or running water is usually used for cutting. For 
some applications, you may want to use an additive with your coolant. 

If you decide to go this route, you will need a circulating system and 

the right ratio between your additive and coolant. 

UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools diamond wheels are 

designed to give you a straight cut in plain water. Although 

better performance and longer life in some cases may be 

obtained by using a water soluble coolant. 

 

Diamond Blade Dressing & Truing 

Feed material slowly into blade so the blade does not lead off. 

Excessive pressure can cause your wheel to bend or dish. Feed rate 

should never be so great that blade slows down. A diamond blade 
may occasionally require dressing with a dressing stick made 

specifically for this purpose. Use coolant for this procedure. The 

SMART CUT� Diamond Bond is designed to minimize this 

procedure. By using enough coolant and following suggested 

procedures you can rest assured this will require a minimum amount 

of time as compared to most blades. 

Most Diamond Blades can be dressed (retrued) several times. 

Usually the wear on the diamond blade depth takes place on the 

Blade core and diamond section. Dressing causes diamonds to be 

pulled out from the blade diamond section (diamond part). For this 
reason, great care should be taken to reduce this effect. We suggest 

rexposing the diamond section with a Al203 (alumina oxide) stick 

after retrueing. This is a very simple operation: just cut into the 

dressing stick many times. 

Applying Pressure to a Blade  

When using diamond blades, it is very important to apply light to 

medium pressure. Gradually feeding blade it into material, until it 

begins to cut at its own speed.  

Increasing pressure on the blade will do little towards 

reducing the time it takes you to complete a job. But will 

cause your blade to overload and overheat. This 

causes not only blade overheat (burn up), but it also 
heats up the material being cut, causing unwanted 

material cracks and deformation. If you can see dark 

�burn� marks around the diamond section, the cutting 

speed you are using is too fast or you are applying too 

much pressure.  

When cutting completely through a piece of material 

and the cut is near completion, reduce pressure on 

your blade considerably. Doing so will reduce and 
minimize back and front side chipping. Never force a 
diamond blade.    

Balancing Cutting Speed, Pressure and 
Coolant 

Cutting speeds are affected by the hardness and 

abrasiveness of the material, age and condition of 

equipment, pressure and coolant.  Experience with a 

specific material and applications allows the operator to 

develop the right cutting process for their particular 
application, and taking into account all of the factors 

discussed above.  New users, who are just beginning 
to use diamond blades, are better using thicker kerf 
blades, applying lower speeds, lower pressure, and a 

large amount of coolant. Until they are able to build 

their experience using a specific diamond blade, set up, 

and application. Doing so will minimize the risk of 

diamond blade wreckage and material damage. 

Cutting Depth  

Most frequent source of diamond blade damage is 
attempting to cut too large piece of material. Maximum 

material size should not be more than 3/8" blade 

diameter. 
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Thin Kerf / Ultra Thin Diamond Blades 

Thin Kerf / Ultra thin blades Are used for to obtain more 

precision tolerances, faster cutting speed, and minimize loss 

of valuable material. Thinner blades provide less resistance 

against and impact against material, and can thus be 

operated at significantly more higher speeds. Including ultra 
hard & expensive materials minimum loss of material counts 

the most. Thinner blades will provide a smoother surface 

finish, faster cutting, greater cutting accuracy, minimize 

material loss and deformation. 

Diamond Blade Maintenance  

Proper Diamond Blade maintenance is very important for 
optimum cutting performance. Maintaining the diamond 

cutting edge shape, and rigidity is important to prevent the 

blade from loosing its sharpness and roundness.   

When to replace a Diamond Blade  

Diamond Blades that are:  

a.) Dished  b.) Bent  c.) Not running true  

should be replaced. If your diamond blade has a tendency to 

pull to one side, making uneven cuts. Reverse the blade, and 

try cutting again. If you still have the same problem, it could 
be your vise alignment. If after reversing the blade still cuts to 

opposite side. It may be bent or dished. Should this be the 

case, the blade must be repaired or replaced before further 
use. Never continue cutting with a damaged Diamond 
Blade.  

Do's  

1.  Always inspect flanges for burrs, warpage, cleanliness and 

flatness.  

2.  Check blades carefully before each use for proper 

alignment and possible defects. 

3.  Maintain a firm grip on blade during cutting operation

4.  Keep bystanders and/or animals out of working area.  

5.  Make sure all Diamond Blade users comply with safety 

regulations. For use, see safety codes USA-ANSIB71 and 

OSHA regulations. Canada - CSA.  

Don't  

1.  Do not alter (change) blade inside diameter (ID). Doing so 

will create unbalanced blade rotation and result in blade 

wobbling, pounding, or cracking witch could be hazardous.  

2.  Do not stand in line with blade and stream of hot particles.  

3.  Do not force a Diamond Blade. Most diamond blades are 

designed for straight line cutting only. Cutting curves can cause 

stress cracks or fragmentation of the blade. Resulting in 

possible injury to people in vicinity.  

4.  Do not use side pressure or grind with side of the blade. 

WARNING: 

Diamond Blades improperly used are dangerous. 
Comply with American National Standards institute 
Safety Code B71 and Occupational Safety and Health 
Act Covering SPEED - SAFETY - GUARDS - 
FLANGES - MOUNTING PROCEDURES - GENERAL 
INSPECTION - GENERAL MACHINE CONDITIONS.

WARNING: 

Sawing generates dust. Excessive ariborne particles 
may cause irritation to eyes, skin and respiratory 
tract. To avoid breathing impairment always employ 
dust controals and protection sutable to the material 
being drilled. In accordance with OSHA (29 CFR 
1910, 1200).  
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 Selecting the Right Diamond Blade for your application 

The following are some factors to consider when selecting the right 
diamond blade for your application. 

Material to Be Cut    

Materials you are planning to cut will have a large impact in the types 
of diamond blades you can use. If you are cutting hard alumina or 

sapphire, it is generally recommended that you use a soft bond, thin 

kerf diamond blades. However, if you are cutting abrasive materials 

such as sandstone or flagstone, a hard bond, thicker diamond blades 

may be a better solution.   

a.)    Hardness of Material � harder materials such as sapphire and 

alumina will require a softer bond. Softer and more brittle materials 

require a harder bond. 

b.)    How expensive is your material - if the material you are cutting 

is precious, valuable, or expensive. The diamond blade cost will play 
a minor role in your cutting operation. It is suggested that you obtain a 
thin kerf diamond blade to minimize material loss and chipping. It�s 

always a good idea to have some type of an estimate of target cost 

and quality per cut. 

c.)    Material Thickness � the thicker the material you are planning to 
cut, the greater amount of coolant and water  pressure is required. 
 
 
Equipment to be used 
 
The equipment you will be using and its physical condition, will dictate 

the speeds (RPM�s) and coolants you can use along with your blades. 

Hence, somewhat limiting your diamond blade selection. Diamond 

Blades are usually used on the following equipment 

Precision Diamond Blades are generally used on: 
 

a.)    Tile Saw 
b.)    Precision Cut off Saw 
c.)    Slabbing Saw 
d.)    Surface Grinder 
e.)    Dicing Saw 
f.)     Wafering/Sectioning Saw 
g.)    Band Saw 
h.)   Gang Saw 

i.)   Milling Machine 
j.) Other Equipment 

Number of Cuts to be made 

Your diamond blade requirements will greatly vary with 
your frequency of use and the number of cuts you need 

to make. Diamond Blades are generally used for:  

Production - Diamond Blades will be used every day 

or several times a day, cutting several thousand times 

until the blade is warn out and replaced. Metal Bond 

(Sintered) diamond blades are usually recommended 

for this type of heavy duty use. However, if you have a 

very fine or specific finish requirement and do not 

polish material after cutting. HYBRID Bond diamond 
blades may be the best solution for your application. 
 
R & D / Occasional Use � Diamond Blades will be 

used occasionally for a specific job and than stored for 

later use. If you are planning to make less than a 100 

cuts, we recommend you use an electroplated (nickel 

bonded) diamond blades. However, if you are planning 
to use the blade a number of times through the year, 

sintered (metal bonded) diamond blades. 
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Technical Requirements/Specifications  

Chipping/Surface Finish Requirements � if you have an application 

where surface finish and chipping is a critical factor, a sintered (metal 
bond) diamond blades with a very fine diamond grit may be the best 
solution. HYBRID Bond diamond blades is another alternative. 
 
Tolerances � if you are using diamond blades to cut material for a 
product that requires specific tolerances, you will need a custom 
diamond blade specifically designed for your application.  
 
Material Cost � if the material you are cutting cut precious, valuable, or 

expensive. The diamond blade cost will play a minor role in your cutting 
operation. It is suggested that you obtain a thin kerf diamond blade to 

minimize material loss and deformation. It�s always a good idea to have 

some type of an estimate of target cost and quality per cut. 
   

Coolant to be used  

Your capability to use coolant while cutting, will seriously effect your 
diamond blade selection. Most diamond blades must be used with 
coolant. Shorter cutting life, material and cut deformation will result 

when using blades dry. Electroplated (nickel bonded) diamond blades 

and some Resin Bond Blades may be used dry (without water) 
depending on the application (material being cut). UKAM Industrial 

Superhard Tools does have the capability to manufactured diamond 
blades to be used without coolant. However, using diamond blades 
dry is not recommended on most applications. When chance prevails, 

use all diamond blades with coolant. 

Diamond Blade Variables  
   
Bond Hardness � harder materials such as sapphire and alumina 

generally require a softer bond. Whereas softer and more brittle 

materials require a harder bond. 
   
Grit Size � grit size (mesh size) is generally selected depending on the 

speed you wish to operate the cut and surface finish of your material. 

Blade Thickness � the thinner the kerf of your diamond 

blade, faster the speed (RPM) your blade may run, less 

chipping and heat your blade generates. You will also 

obtain a smoother and higher quality finish. Thin kerf 
diamond blades provide the following advantages:  

• less loss of material  
• minimum material deformation  
• less heat generation  
• faster cutting speed  
• less chipping  
• better finish quality  

The trade off is shorter diamond blade life. 

Evaluating Diamond Blade Performance 

The performance of a diamond blade can be evaluated 

under various criteria. The importance of any criteria 

depends on your requirements. 

Cutting Life - The life of a diamond blade is determined 

by the number of cuts it can make. It is fairly difficult to 
estimate the life of diamond cut. Diamond blade life is 

affected by various factors such as the application, bond 

type, blade manufacturer, and experience of user in 

properly using the blade. The following considerations 

play a major role in diamond blade life: 

• hardness and abrasiveness of the material being 

cut  
• speed and power of your equipment  
• amount of pressure used  
• proper use of coolant  
• operator experience  
• overall age and condition of cutting equipment  
• quality, hardness, sharpness, and mesh size of 

the diamonds  
• hardness of the bond compared to the material 

being cut  
• experience and technology of manufacturer in 

keeping diamonds in the bond  
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Finish Quality - The quality of the surface finish is evaluated by the 

amount of chips generated on the face of the material. A visual check 

is just about the only way of checking finish quality. 

Break in time - A diamond blade requires time to break in, to 

produce relatively chip free performance. The period of time under 

witch this occurs, separates one diamond blade from another. 

Frequency of Dressing - The less you have to dress your diamond 

blade, the better off you will be. 

Diamond Blade Bond Types  

Sintered (Metal Bond) Diamond Blades 

As a general rule of thumb, Metal Bond (sintered) diamond blades 

last longer than other diamond cuts available. Life will vary with 
manufacturer, and factors shown above. With most conventional 

sintered (metal bonded) diamond blades, you should be able to 
obtain 450 to 1200 cuts. Diamond Blades with SMART CUT� 

technology have shown to last several thousand cuts on most 

materials. Metal bonded diamond blades have diamonds sintered and 

multiple layers of diamonds impregnated inside the metal matrix. 
They wear evenly, and are known for their consistency. Sintered 
(metal bonded) diamond blades are the latest technology available 

in Diamond Blades. And represent the best value and performance 

per cut. 

Resin Bond Diamond Blades 

Resin Bond Diamond Blades last less than Sintered (Metal Bond) 

diamond blades, but more than electroplated (nickel bond) diamond 
blades. Resin Bond diamond blades are used in applications that 

require a smooth surface finish and minimum amount of chipping. 

Made from a tough polymer formed to hold the diamond particles in 

the bond. A resin bond is really tar in a solid form. A resin bond must 

remain very fragile in order to expose new diamonds. For this reason, 

strong and high quality diamonds cannot be used in a resin bond. 

High quality diamonds are harder than a resin bond matrix, and would 

soon disintegrate the bond that keeps them in place. The diamonds 

that are used in a resin bond are poor to medium quality. 

Most of them disintegrate or fall out of the bond, before 

they have a chance of being used. This brings about 

the need for frequent blade dressing, causing the cut to 

loose its roundness or form. A more durable bond is 
sintered (metal bond). 

 

HYBRID BOND Diamond Blades  

Between METAL BOND and RESIN BOND. Designed 

to replace the conventional resin bond diamond blades. 
You will find all the advantages of cutting speed and 

fine finish that you have come to expect in a resin 

bond, and long life, consistency, aggressiveness, 

durability, and excellent performance on you look for in 

a metal bond. Hybrid Bond Diamond Blades are used 

on finish critical applications, that require a minimum 

amount of chipping and where no further polishing, 

lapping, or processing of material is planned. 
Applications include: Glass/Quartz Tubing, Bk7, Fused 

Silica, Other ultra brittle materials. Advantages include: 

Less Chipping, Additional Universality in Application - 1 
blade will work in both metal bond and resin bond 

applications, and Greater Consistency in Performance. 
Find out more... 

Electroplated (Nickel Bond) Diamond 
Blades 

Electroplated  Diamond Blades  have  a  high  

diamond  concentration  and  give  a  freer,  faster  

cutting  action  with  minimum  heat  generation. 

Diamonds stay on the surface of the cut allowing for 

fast material removal. Electroplated Diamond Blades 

last less than metal bond, resin bond, hybrid bond 
blades and are the least expensive diamond blades 

available. Perfect for smaller jobs and beginning cutting 

operations. Just about the only type of diamond blade 

that may be used dry (without coolant) in a few 

applications, excellent for cutting very abrasive 

materials.
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Diamond Grit (Mesh Size) 
 
According to U.S. Standards, mesh designates the approximate number 

of sieve meshes per inch. High Mesh Sizes mean fine grits, and low 

numbers indicate coarse grits. Diamond Mesh Size plays a major role in 

determining the surface finish quality, smoothness, level of chipping you 

will obtain, and material microstructure damage you will obtain. Finer 

mesh size diamonds such as 220 and 320 grit are much smaller in size 
than coarser diamond particles. And will give you a very smooth surface 

finish, with minimal amount of chipping on edges. These mesh sizes are 

usually used for fine cutting of a full rage of materials such as:  LiNbO3, 

YVO4, GaAs, and optical materials. Courser diamond particles such as  

80 and 100 grit are much larger in diameter and are frequently used fast

cutting / material removal on more harder materials such as silicon 

carbide, zirconia, Al2O3, stainless steels, and other advanced ceramics 

and high metallic content materials. Witch do not require a very fine 
surface finish.  

 

Diamond Mesh size does have considerable effect on cutting speed. 

Coarse Diamonds are larger than finer diamonds and will remove more 

material than finer diamond particles. This means that coarse diamond 

wheels are more aggressive for material removal than the finer diamond

wheels and will cut faster. However, the tradeoff is increase in material 
micro damage. If you are cutting fragile, more delicate materials then 

finer mesh size diamond wafering blades are recommended. 
   
Diamond mesh size (grit size) should provide maximum removal rate at 

minimal acceptable finish. Often the desired finish cannot be achieved 

in a single step/operation. Lapping or polishing may be necessary to 

produce desired surface finish, as a secondary step in your diamond 

sawing operation / process. 
 

Diamond Concentration 
 

The proportion, and distribution of diamond abrasive particles, also 

known as �concentration� has an effect on overall cutting performance 

Selecting the right parameters for your precision cutting operation can be a very 
time consuming, trial & error frustrating process. The guide below has been 
designed to help you better understand the two most important variables, witch 
will play a major role in the performance of your Precision Diamond Blade 

performance and price of precision diamond blades. 

Usually concentration defined as: 

 

Concentration 100 = 4.4 ct per cm layer volume (mesh 
size + bond). 

 

Based on this definition a concentration of 100 means 

that the diamond proportion is 25% by volume of 

diamond layer, assuming at diamond density is 3.52 

g/cm3 and 1 ct = 0.2g. Nominal diamond concentration in 

precision diamond blades range from 0.5 ct/cm3 to 6 

ct/cm3. This means diamond concentrations are available 
from 8 to 135). 

 

Selecting the Right Diamond Concentration can be 

critical in optimizing your Precision Diamond Sawing 

Operation. Selecting Optimum Diamond Concentration 

for your application will depend on a large number of 

factors, such as: 

 

• Material Being Cut 

• Bond Type and Hardness 

• Diamond Mesh Size 

• Cutting Speeds 

• Coolants being used 
 
Diamond Concentration will play a major role in 

determining the life and cutting speed of your High 
Precision Diamond Blade. Higher diamond concentration 

is recommended and usually used for cutting softer and 

more abrasive types of materials. However, the trade off 

is significantly slower cutting speed. Low diamond 

concentration is recommended and widely used for 

cutting ultra hard and brittle materials. 
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Diamond Concentration & Cutting Performance 
  
Today, most Production and R & D facilities use low concentration 

diamond blades for cutting ceramics, glasses, silicon, carbides, 

sapphire, and other related semiconductor and optical materials. And 

use high concentration diamond blades on metals such as stainless 
steel, aluminum, titanium, pc boards. A new technological breakthrough 

called SMART CUT technology, is making fundamental changes in 

these beliefs and setting new benchmarks on how diamond blade 

performance is measured.  SMART CUT technology allows the 

orientation of diamonds inside the metal matrix, so that every diamond 

is better able to participate in cutting action,  

 
By orienting diamonds, SMART CUT technology makes diamond 

concentration only a minor factor in the overall sectioning equation. 

Studies and extensive testing shows that diamond concentration in 

wafering blades manufactured utilizing SMART CUT technology plays 

a no major role in determining overall wafering performance. Large 

number of diamonds in a high concentration diamond blade come in 
contact with material, creating friction, hence considerably slowing 

down material removal rate. It takes considerable dressing in order to 

rexpose the next diamond layer. 

 

SMART CUT technology resolves this problem  by making sure that 

every diamond is in the right place and at the right time, working where 
you need it most. You get maximum use of diamond and bond.  Before 

this technology was developed, orienting diamonds inside the blade 

bond matrix was considered impossible. This was one of the main 

problems faced by diamond tool manufacturers worldwide.  

 

Over the decades there have been numerous attempts to solve the 

diamond and CBN distribution problem. Unfortunately, none of the 
attempts have been proven effective. Even today 99.8% diamond blade 

manufacturers still have no way or technology to evenly control and 

distribute Diamond or CBN particles inside bond matrix, nor properly 

position them to maximize their machining efficiency. 

 

Diamond Concentration & CBN (cubic boron nitride) blades 
 
For CBN (cubic boron nitride) concentration is defined by volume. For 

example V120 = 12% by volume, V180 = 18% by volume. 

CBN concentration of V240 is a rough equivalent to 
diamond concentration of C100. 
 
Diamond Concentration & Electroplated Blades 

Maximum diamond concentration is usually indicated 

asS33. Reduced concentrations are identified with S < 

33. 

New Generation Metal 
Bond with SMART CUT 
technology 

Conventional Metal Bond

Diamonds are oriented 
and evenly distributed 
through the bond. So 
that every diamond is 
better able to participate 
in cutting action. 

Diamonds are placed 
inside bond with no control 
over diamond distribution 
or orientation. 100 
concentration is used to 
make sure the blade will 
cut hard materials. 

Microstructure of New 
Generation Metal Bond 
with SMART CUT 
technology 

Microstructure of 
Conventional Metal Bond 
Wafering Blade 

Diamond concentration 

is dispersed to areas of 

bond, where its needed 

most. Every diamond 

works at the right place 

and at the right time. 
The sharpest part of the 

diamond particle almost 

always peruses from the 

bond, growing sharper 

with each cut. 

Some areas of diamond bond 

are filled with excessive 

diamond particles. In other 
bond layers, diamonds are 

rarely sighted. In a few 

occasions material comes in 
contact with overly excessive 

number of diamonds. In other 

cases, there are almost no 
diamonds to be found. User 

must periodically dress blade, 

to rexpose bond layers. Until 

new diamonds can be found. 
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 Getting the most out of your Diamond Tools 

HOW DIAMOND TOOLS WORK

UKAM Industr ia l Superhard Tools manufactures 

precision diamond tools for a large variety of 

applicat ions, materials, and industries 

Metal Bonded Diamond Tools are �impregnated� with 

diamonds. This means that selected diamonds are 

mixed and sintered with specif ic metal alloys to achieve 

the best cutt ing performance possible on any materials 

such as sapphire, glass, granite, t i le and etc. The metal 

bond surrounding the diamonds must wear away to 

cont inuously keep re-exposing the diamonds for the 

diamond tool to cont inue cutt ing.    

If  the tool becomes overheated, the metal bond does 

not wear away, instead it  �glazes over� the diamond. 

Hence coating or covering the diamond. The metal bond 

then becomes the cutt ing agent rather than the 

diamond. Generat ing more heat.  The diamond tool wil l  

eventually chip the material or break it ,  due to 

excessive heat build up in material.  Same heat may 

damage the diamond tool i tself ,  by causing heat cracks 

in the diamond section.  

This has been a f requent problem with most 

convent ional diamond tools. Much of  this has been 

resolved with the introduct ion of  SMART CUT�  

technology. Advanced technology, that redef ines the 

standard in cutt ing and dri l l ing. Diamonds are oriented 

and evenly distributed inside the metal matrix,  so that 

every diamond is better able to part icipate in the 

cutt ing act ion. 

 

Optimum diamond tool performance 
can be achieved through the proper 
use and basic care of your diamond 
tool, before and during its use .   
 
This instruct ion manual has been writ ten 

tool help you get the most out of  your 

diamond tool investment.  

In order to help you select the right 

diamond tool for your applicat ion, our 

staff  may ask you many quest ions about 

the material you wish to machine. These 

quest ions wil l  specif ically focus on: 

a.)     materia l being machined  

b.)    how you plan to machine it 

c.)     equipment you will be using  

d.) RPM of that machine  

e.)     Coolants used  

f . )      Flange size    

You may wonder why we need to know 

this information? Each diamond tool 
is designed specifically for each 
application, and hence may react 
differently under different 
conditions .  What worked for one 

application, may not work for 

another. Yet, there is one thing al l  

diamond tools have in common: 

www.ukam.com
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They are metal  based products being used to cut 

ei ther metals or hard materials. There use 

generates fr ict ion, witch in turn can generate 

heat. Doing so, may damage your diamond 

tools.   

In order to prevent this from occurring, there a 

number of basic procedures you can fol low that 

wi l l  al low each diamond tool  to operate 

successful ly no matter what material  you are 

machining. 

BASIC PROCEDURES YOU SHOULD FOLLOW 
WHEN USING DIAMOND TOOLS 

Although we real ize than in many circumstances, 

there are a variety of factors that may prevent 

you from fol lowing all  the suggested procedures. 

And not al l  jobs or operations can be done in a 

controlled environment such as a shop or lab. 

Nor al l  equipment on the market can be adjusted 

to sui tably accommodate a diamond tool  needs.  

Frequently, you wi ll  f ind the best performance 

wi l l  be achieved by following these guidelines as 

closely as possible.  

Use the right diamond tool for your 
application  

Provide as much information possible about your 

application and material  being machined. We can 

help you better define your needs, so you can 

obtain the right tool  for the job. Saving money 

and time. 

Use the right RPM�S  

If the RPM on your equipment runs 

ei ther too fast or too slow, excessive 

heat wi l l  be generated. Hence 

damaging your diamond tool . Charts 

provided in this manual wi l l  help you 

identi fy and select the right RPM�s for 

your diamond tools. As wel l  as provide 

suggestions on ways you can achieve 

i t.   

Use the right coolant at point of 
contact  

Depending on your application, there 

is a large variety of coolants you can 

select. Ranging from plain water, to 

water soluble coolants, to minerals and

oi ls. Your speci fic appl ication wi ll  be a 

determining factor in selecting a 

coolant. Not matter what coolant you 

decide to use, make sure i t is used at 

the point of contact where material  and 

tool  intersect.  

Keep diamonds thoroughly exposed 
at all times  

Dress your new diamond tools before 

usage. Make sure to frequently redress 

your diamond tool  whi le using i t. 

Always use a recommended dressing 

stick.  
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Use the right diamond tool accessories

When cutting, use the right size flanges or 

wheel sti ffener sets with all  thin diamond 

blades to f i rmly hold i t in place. This wi ll  

help prevent the blade from �walking�. Use 

Dri l l  Head Assembl ies (water swivel 
adapters) wi th core dri l ls to provide coolant 

(water) through the center of the dri l l  and on 

to dril l ing zone.   

THE RIGHT RPM�S  

One of the most cri t ical  factors in successful  

diamond tool  usage is the right RPM�s.  If the 

diamond tool  rotates to slow, i t drags and 

creates heat. If i t  spins to fast, i t  causes 

frict ion and again generates heat. Heat is 

the worst enemy for a diamond tool . 

Selecting the right RPM becomes a cri t ical  

factor of success. Unfortunately, this can 

also be the most di ff icul t aspect of cutting or 

dril l ing to correct. Unless you have a 

machine with  variable speed capabi li ty, most 

machines wi ll  only run at 1,725 to 3,450 
RPM. Diamond tools frequently require 
RPM�s from 100 to 23,000 .  

If you use diamond tools on a regular basis, 

you may want to consider al tering your 

machinery to accommodate variable speed 

capabi li ty. Using diamond tools at incorrect 

RPM�S wi l l  effect their performance. Causing 

excessive heat generation, warping, walking, 

and breakage. 

If you use diamond tools on a regular 

basis, you may want to consider al tering 

your machinery to accommodate variable 

speed capabi li ty. Using diamond tools at 

incorrect RPM�S wi l l  effect their 

performance. Causing excessive heat 

generation, warping, walking, and 

breakage. Frequent dressing, using right 

coolants, and using right flange sizes or 

wheel sti ffeners can help. But wi l l  not 

completely substi tute for correct RPM�s.  

To determine the correct RPM�s for the 

optimum performance of  your diamond 

tool , you mush know the Surface Feet per 

Minute (SFPM) required to machine your 

material . The fol lowing �Guide to 

Operating Speeds for Diamond Tools� 

calculator includes a broad range of 

materials and the Surface Feet per 

Minute (SFPM) required to cut them. 

Input the SFPM needed, input the size of 

the blade or dril l  and calculate the SFPM 

or RPM you need to use with that tool . 

Guide to Operating Speeds for Diamond Tools

Material             Recommended Surface Feet per Minute

Jaspers                                                1900-3100

Other Lapidary Rocks                         1900-3100 

Carbide                                               1900-3100 

Agates                                                 2000-3250

Silicon Nitride                                      3050-4100 
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Hard Ceramics                                     4000-5650 

Ruby-Germanium                                  4100-6500 

Natural Quartz                                      4200-6000 

Hard Glass                                            4300-6300 

Fused Quartz                                        4500-6500 

Sapphire                                                4500-5900 

Medium Hard Glass                               4250-7250 
 

Hard Granite                                          5050-6250 

Wall Tile                                                5250-6500 

Hard Marble                                          5650-6750 

Silicon                                                    5750-7200 

Ferrite                                                    5750-7200 

Medium Hard Marble                             6050-8000 

Light Weight Refractory                          8800-11900 

COOLANTS AND DIAMOND TOOLS  
All diamond tools require some for of coolant flooded at 

the point of contact to keep the diamond tool cool. The 

best option is to have the coolant flooded at the point of 

contact of a blade or down the center of a drill by using 

a Drill Head Assembly (water swivel adapter). Water can 

be used as a coolant for most materials, such as 

sapphire, granite, and glass. Although water has no 

�lubricity�, degree a given substance is able to lubricate 

another substance.  

 

Unl ike most diamond tool  manufacturers, 

we recommend that you use water or 

water soluble coolants for most 

application. Oi l  is not a proper coolant, as 

most other diamond tool  manufacturers 

would suggest. Water is a true organic 

coolant, wi tch does not leave the material  

being machined oi ly, greasy, or 

contaminated. 

Water does turn to steam at temperatures 

exceeding 212 degrees Fahrenheit. So, 

adding a nonsudsing detergent wi l l  help 

water provide more lubrici ty and serve 

longer as a coolant. Occasionally, i t may 

be necessary to mover from water to 
water soluble coolants. Such as when 

machining harder and more dense 

materials.  

If coolants cannot be used, a resin bond 

or electroplated (nickel  bonded) diamond 

product may be a solution. It is also 
important to remember that coolant must 
be delivered at the point of contact 
where the diamond tool and material  
intersect .  When a diamond tool  is turning 

at the right RPM�s, momentum wi l l  throw 

the coolant out and away from the point 

of contact. When the diamond tool  begins 

to rotate, and coolant is not delivered as 

close as possible to the point of contact, 

Heat wi ll  begin to generate, and the 

diamond tool  wi ll  �glaze over�  
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with the bond no longer allowing diamonds to perform the cutting 

action.  

 

DRESSING DIAMOND TOOLS  

Diamond tools must be both trued to and dressed 

on the machine on witch it  wil l  be used. This wil l  

guarantee two things:  

a.) diamonds wil l  be  

thoroughly exposed 

b.) diamond tool wil l   

be �true in running  

(T.I.R.)� on your machine   

Remember that every machine runs dif ferent ly.  And 

even if  the diamond tool is trued at the factory, it  

can st i l l  �run-out� of  tolerance when you place it  on 

your machine. Blades must e trued and dri l ls must 

be indicated in.  Truing a tool is the operat ion of  

squaring a tool so it  runs within your tolerances. 

This may be done with a hard stone that wil l  knock 

diamonds out.  This operat ion dif fers f rom dressing. 

It  is st i l l  necessary to dress the tool after truing as 

the diamonds wil l  no longer be st icking-up.  

Af ter truing the diamond tool,  i t  is important to 

dress it  to make sure the diamonds are exposed. 

The diamonds must be st icking up �exposed� f rom 

the bond matrix.  If  this is not accomplished, you 

wil l  experience dif f iculty with your new diamond 

tool.  A diamond tool that is thoroughly dressed wil l  

have diamond �tails� extending f rom the back of  

the diamond. Your diamond tool is now 

�direct ional�. 

This means it  should always run in the 

direct ion the leading edge of  the 

diamond, away f rom the tail.  So the 

sharper,  leading edge of  the diamond can 

achieve desired cutt ing act ion.  

When your diamond tool is new, it  should 

be dressed thoroughly by the operator.  

Never assume because the tool is new, 

that it  does not require this operat ion. 

Dressing diamond tools is similar to 

dressing a knife with a stone. You want 

your knife as sharp as possible when you 

begin cutt ing as you do your diamond 

tool.  In much the same way you make 

passes across the stone with the knife, 

you make several cuts into the dressing 

st ick with the diamond tool.  Using the 

correct, sof t dressing st ick, i t  is 

recommended that the tool is passed 

through the t ick f ive to ten passes to 

expose the diamonds for opt imum cutt ing 

performance. 

If  the dressing st ick is too hard, i t  wil l  

�knock the diamonds out�.  UKAM 

Industrial Superhard Tools can provide 

the proper dressing st ick to avoid this 

problem. The more diamonds are 

exposed, the better the performance of  

the diamond tool.  We recommend you 

give your new diamond tool the �Thumb 

Nail Test�.  Af ter thoroughly dressing the 

blade, you should be able to snag your 

thumb nail on the diamonds. This wil l  let 

you know they are st icking up in order to 

cut properly.  www.ukam.com
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Af ter using your diamond tool for a while,  i t  may seem 

to cut more slowly or begin to chip your material.  This 

is because the diamonds are not longer exposed. 

Never force your diamond tool.  If  you feel  

a.)     �resistance� in cutt ing 

b.)    diamond tool is not cutt ing as easily 

c.)     diamond tool is lowing down  

it  is important to stop and dress the wheel again. 

Following the same procedure as before. This wil l  

restore the blade to it �s original condit ion. Depending 

on the material to be cut, this procedure wil l  be need 

to be repeated. Without proper dressing, your blade 

wil l  stop cutt ing. Hence breaking or shipping your 

material or tool.  This is because you are no longer 

cutt ing with diamonds, but instead using metal bond 

to do the cutt ing. 

 
USE THE RIGHT DIAMOND TOOL 
ACCESSORIES  
With some materials, you may find yoursel f using 

a very thin diamond blade to cut into the material . 

You may wish to avoid the �resistance� of a 

thicker lade, need to hold tight tolerances or you 

are cutt ing an expensive piece of material , where 

minimum loss is cri t ical . Even though your cut 

may not be very deep, your machine may only 

accommodate a speci f ic blade diameter. When 

your blade cuts into your material , i t  may not have 

the rigidi ty to maintain the tolerance. The blade 

may begin to walk.  

Al though we use special  al loy steel  

cores to minimize this problem. We 

suggest you insure maximum 

performance from your new diamond 

blade by using wheel sti ffener sets to 

provide an extra degree of r igidi ty to 

the blade. Helping i t run true. Wheel 

sti ffener sets should be used at 2/3 

rd�s the outside diameter of the 

Diamond blade and can be 

manufactured in al l  sizes needed.  

To achieve optimum performance when 

using diamond core dri l ls, water should 

be used down the center of the dri l l .  

We recommend that sealed bearing 

Dri l l  Head Assembly (water swivel  

adapter) be used. Using a water swivel  

adapter helps your dril ls last up to 

75% longer and minimizes material  

deformation and cracks associated 

with overheating. 

We manufacture a large variety of  water 

swivel adapter Models to accommodate 

different col lets, chuck sizes, and thread 

sizes on the market.  Water down the 

center of  the dri l l  a lso insures that the 

diamond section has a constant f low of  

coolant to keep maximum amount of  

diamonds exposed.  

Wheel Stiffeners

www.ukam.com



 
HOW TO ORDER   

Order by Phone:  

Call: (661) 257-2288  Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 

Order by Fax: 

Fax: (661) 257-3833,  available 24 hours a day. 

Order by Mail: 

send your orders to: 25345 Avenue Stanford, Unit 211 Valencia, CA 91355 U.S.A.  

please include product item number, description, and payment. 

Accepted forms of payment 

 

 

We accept Visa, Mastercard, and American Express.  California Residents add 8.25%  

sales tax.  

 

Guarantee: The quality of our products are 100% guaranteed. 

 

UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools  Division of LEL Diamond Tools International, Inc. 

25345  Avenue Stanford, Unit 211  Valencia, CA 91355 USA 
Phone: (661) 257-2288  Fax: (661) 257-3833  www.ukam.com 



 

International Orders  

 
Mail, fax, or e-mail orders to UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools. A confirmation of 

receipt will be forwarded to buyer immediately. If a confirmation of receipt is not 

received, buyer should resubmit the purchase order to UKAM Industrial 

Superhard Tools in order to insure processing of the order. UKAM Industrial 

Superhard Tools will calculate and fax or e-mail the subtotal of the merchandise 

and comparison shipping charges when the order is prepared to be shipped. 

Buyer should then choose the preferred means of shipping, add shipping costs to 

the subtotal of estimate and notify UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools by phone, 

fax, or e-mail, regarding preferred shipping and chosen method of payment.  

Whatever your goal or objective 

              UKAM Industrial can help you get there faster. 
 L a r g e s t  I n v e n t o r y  &  S e l e c t i o n  

with over 2,000 different types & specifications of precision diamond products available from 

inventory. You are sure to find what you are looking for in stock and ready for same day delivery.  

• Over 4,000 Precision Diamond Blades in stock  
• Over 1,000 Diamond Drills & Drilling Accessories in stock  
• Hundreds of Diamond Dicing Blades in stock  

If we don't have it in stock. Chances are no body will. Call: ( 6 6 1 )  2 5 7 - 2 2 8 8  

M a n u f a c t u r e r s  D i r e c t  P r i c e s    

SMART CUT precision diamond products offer the best value & performance. In most cases 

UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools can meet and beat a competitors price on products of same 

quality & performance. If you are not using one of our products, chances are you are paying to 

much. 

R e s e a r c h  a n d  D e v e l o p m e n t  

UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools  Division of LEL Diamond Tools International, Inc. 

25345  Avenue Stanford, Unit 211  Valencia, CA 91355 USA 
Phone: (661) 257-2288  Fax: (661) 257-3833  www.ukam.com 

 



 
UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools has over 50 years of experience in manufacturing, research, 
and development of new and advanced technologies to keep up with your increasing challenges. 

T e c h n i c a l  S u p p o r t  

We are committed to helping you improve and optimize your cutting and drilling operation to the 

outmost level of efficiency. If you have a special application, that requires a custom solution. 

Send us a piece of your material, and we will analyze it in our laboratory and design a bond 

formulation for your particular requirement. 

You can rely on us and our group of authorized application engineers to assist you in your cutting 

requirements, answer any questions, and provide you with the personal attention you deserve. 
Please, feel free to contact our Technical Support Team at Phone: (661) 257-2288 from Monday 

to Friday 8:00 to 6:00 p.m. PST. 

I n c r e d i b l e  V a l u e  

UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools  offers you real value and savings. Our Precision Diamond 

Products manufactured utilizing  SMART CUT technology will  

• save you money  

• save you time  

• save you material  

• improve overall performance  

Try a precision Diamond Product with SMART CUT technology TODAY!!! 

C u s t o m  M a n u f a c t u r i n g  

Can't find what you are looking for? Let us know. We can manufacture it for you or redesign our 

products to better fit your needs, standards, specifications, and requests. 

N e w  G e n e r a t i o n  &  T e c h n o l o g y  

UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools is a LEADER in developing new products. We are 

constantly engaged in Research & Development to better meet your needs and 

expectations. And continue to raise standards for the whole industry. With UKAM you 

can rest assured you're getting the latest, cutting edge products you deserve. 

UKAM Industrial Superhard Tools  Division of LEL Diamond Tools International, Inc. 

25345  Avenue Stanford, Unit 211  Valencia, CA 91355 USA 
Phone: (661) 257-2288  Fax: (661) 257-3833  www.ukam.com 

 


